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ELLSWORTH, MAINE. WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON, MARCH 10.

LOCAL AFFAIRS.

announcement

If 1CW ADVKRTfHBMKNTS THIS WKKK.
Strand Theatre.
Alley’s Market.
Wanted—Man.
—Rent.
—Hav.
—Old eoine.
Lost—Bank book.
-Watch.
*•
—Beads.
Panama—Pacific Exposition.
Play—Shepherd of the Hills.

In announcing it* membership in
federal reserve system

the

'•

(in effect Nov. 10)

burrill national BANK,
OF ELLSWORTH

give further assurance that Is now, more than eyer, In an
advantageous position to render an unexcelled service, combining
“Safety First” with efficiency in every department—Check, Saving
and Safe Deposit.
can

Legislative notices—Judiciary

—Sea and Shore Fisheries.
Irving A Stack pole— Cream separators.
Insurance Statements:
Detroit Fire A Marine Ins Co.
Michigan Fire A Marine Ins Co.
Notice of foreclosure—Fred Watson.
Exec notice—Mary O H Longstreth.
—Free! L Murch.
Admr notice—Daniel B Hamilton.
-Lydia J Cobb.
Lynn, Mass:
Wanted—Ladies to sell hosiery.
•*

Writs for tin Booklet, “A Brief Explanation." It tills bow in
understand, readable way. Yours for the asking.

Look for the “Member”

an

easy-to-

Sign

CONDENSED TIME TABLE.
Trains arrive at Ellsworth from the west at
6.43 a. m., 4.23, p. m.
Trains leave Ellsworth for the west at 11.10 a.
m.f 6.22, p. m.

Th© Object of this
Advertisement

AT XLLSWOBTH POSTOWCB.

In

tffeei Dte. 28, 1914.
■ AILS BBCBIVBD.

is to inform every reader of The
surance that all our

American,

who has need of any kind of in-

policies combine broad protection and prompt settle-

ments with the lowest poeslble rates.

c.

w.

Fbom W bst—6.43
Fbom East—11.10

a m:

L.

ELLSWORTH,

MASON,
MAINE

Ooimq East—6.16

a m;

SEASON
TABLE
SUGGESTIONS'

POSTOPFICB
5

60

3.66 p

p

m.

m.

IN

Ending at Midnight Tuesday,
March 9, 1915.
{From observations taken at the power
station of the liar Harbor & Union River
Power Co., in Ellsworth.
Precipitation is
given in inches for the twenty-four hours
ending at midniRht.J
Weather
Precipconditions
itatiou
Teniperature
4am

23
28—
25
242724
27—

12

forenoon afternoon
fair
fair
fair
fair
fair
fair
fair

m

2838—
40—

41

—

3539-

••

ARE

JUST

Fancy NorVc>rian Crab Meat,

A

fair
fair
**

1914—18.6°

FEW;

There will be

18c
18c
18c
2oC

Tuna Fish, '* lb cans,
Stella Brand Shrimps, best on the market,
Sturm Kiirjf Brand Sardines, 2 cans for

-----

church

a

Congregational
evening.

sociable at the

parsonage,

Thursday

The firemen were called out this noon
Beal avenue, which
a grass fire on
threatened buildings.

by

Congressman John A. Peters arrived
Monday. Mrs. Peters is expected

home

home in about a week.

b e, Dtlleious, Pure.
Free from any aud alt preservatives— just
so i.i wh te Ail —no bones—no waste.
Cooked, ready for instant use in
pi earing Codfish Balls, Creamed Fish, Fish Hash,
U'l.o’

efa^

Superba Brand

Flag Brand Canned
Sweet Potatoes

Canned

18c per can

All cooked, just heat up and

Superba

serve.

18o

Knough

fWe|peraons

for

There will be a
this evening at the home of Mrs. Nettie
Fullerton on Hancock street.
Fred H. Mscomber, Jr., pleasantly entertained a party of hia girl and boy
friends last Saturday evening.

Mias M. A. Clark la In Orono attending
meeting of florists, the purpose of which
is to form a State organisation.
Abie L. Friend spent a few days in Ellsworth this week with his parents, David
Friend and wife, on hia way to East port

Brand

AUey’sMarket, 82™.ST

on

basinets.

Pearl J. Phillips and Edward J. Drummay left Saturday on a business trip to
Florida. They expect to be away about
three weeks.
The Ellsworth festival chorus will reits rehearsals Friday evening of this
week, at the usual place. A full attend-

sume

ance

The Pla)koai* of
ElUworth

rflXTT? QTPAKTH
JL nJj O X IlAil U

To*Night

and

Eaiogeae
Pettiagill, flir

Thursday

a

spans

Evening the World Film
Corporation presents

the

Times

in five acts; a film that
from America to the Philippines.

ocean

—

World, Flesh and the Devil

a
a

Year You

Separator

other machine or implement on the
far® receive* inch constant use, and there
18 00
other machine on the farm where
Quality of work mean* so much and first
ooet means so little. You can't afford to
chances with your cream separaJake any
(or.
Yon take no chances when you

buys

DE LAVAL
[rcing A. Stacfcpoto,

EMsworth, Mane

KLL8WORTH

Steam Laundry and Bath Rooms.
**0 PAT, HO WABHBB."
of laundry work done at short nodes,
woods called tor and delivered.

M. B. K8TKY A CO.
•Mey Building, State Bt..
Ellsworth, Me
_

Pacific

“The

730
v

bible class will discuss the life and

Blaney photo-play

COMING

Use

The subject of Rev. J. W. Tickle’s sermon at the Unitarian church next Sunday
morning will be “Great Place”. The adult

Matinee and

Across

Shepherd
of tneA1 I LfcS

Utamatued

f>, Mr

Vi

and

bitbtty

requested.

Walter Joy and his friend, Harvard Colwell, spent the week-end with Mr. Joy’s
parents, Austin H. Joy and wife, returning to Higgins classical institute Monday.

The Master Key
Saturday

is

Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Williams and
Capt. Kichard Garland were in Ellsworth
Tuesday, called here by the death of their
mother, Mrs. Eunice T. Williams.

W

Ne\n>.ldi

At Hancock Hall

Monday Ev’g, Mch. 15

Tickets, 35c, 50c, 75cThurs-

of

Robert Collye’T.

The

work

•

of the

Unitarian alliance will be held WednesMrs. F. L.
of next week.
Kent will deliver a paper on “Hymns and
Hymn Writers of Our Faith”.

day afternoon

Music for all Occasions
Private Lessons in all the New Dances
Lessons on Violin and Cornet
Eixswobth
C. E. Monaghan,

here

Ellsworth, Me.
!

DEMONSTRATIONS

Work of- the Past Year in Hancock

who

ot the Shaw business college in Bangor, was born at Columbia
Falls, thirty-eight years ago. He was a
son of tbe late Dr.
George N. Harden,
formerly of Ellsworth, aud a nephew of
the late Artemus Harden, of this city. He
leaves a widow. His mother survives him.
The town ol Franklin will vote next
on a proposition to unite with
Ellsworth in forming a district for the
joint supervision of schools, an article to
that effect having been inserted in tbe
warrant for the annual town meeting.
From several
Franklin
sources
The
American learns that the voters of that
town apparently favor the plan, and will
give their endorsement of it. The advantages which would accrue to both
towns by such a union have already been
outlined in The American.

Monday

witness its defeat at the hands of his
former pupils of the Ellsworth A. A.,
was accompanied
by Mrs. McEellan.
They spent a few days with Mrs. McLellan's parents, Hollis Anderson and
wife.
Several Ellsworth boys now at
Higgins accompanied the team, among
them Walter Joy, a member ot the team;
Paul and Keith Killam, Fernaid Webster,
Milton Barron and Frank Anderson.
They returned to Charleston Monday.
to

The Oldtown A. A. basket-bell teem will
pay their first visit to Ellsworth Fridey
evening of this week, to meet the Ellsworth A. A. in Henoock bell. The game
should be e thriller, es both teems heve
fine records this season. The popularity
of the Ellsworth five does not wane, for
one of the largest crowds seen at a game
this season witnessed the defeat of Higgins classical institute team last Friday,
by the score of 29—14. The local athletics
have a reputation for clean, fair play, but
they can apply methods of play that will
correspond with anything that the visiting aggregation offers. In any event, next
Friday’s game should give the “fans” a
chance to see a real contest.
Mrs. Eunice Fullerton

Williams died
Saturday evening at her home on the Bayside road, in the seventy-ninth year of
her age. Mrs. Williams was one of Ellsworth’s oldest and most highly-esteemed
citizens. She was a daughter of George
and

County Savings Sank,

Established 1873.

FARM

$1.

ELLSWORTH

FALLS.

who

manager

Nancy Higgins Fullerton,

Hancock

on

was

the last but one of a family of nine children, the surviving sister being Mrs.
Alina Alley, of Oak Potat. Mrs. Williams
was married twice.
Her first husband,
James L. Garland, died forty-three years

1

Monday.

County.
[From the office of the county agent. G.
Worden, Ellsworth.]

N.

1

of farm demonstration work
Hancock county has just closed. Even
now there are many people not familiar
with the origin, plan and results of the
work, so that such information as may
seem to be of interest or benefit will be
given out through The American lrom
time to time. Next week it is hoped to
give a brief sketch of the general education board, which supports the work, and
some facte regarding county conditions.
Farmers should follow these articles,
and be alive to what is going on in the
county. Beeults with 1B11 crops will be
given as soon as possible, and then “tips”
whereby 1916 crops may be made more
One year

1

profitable.
The county agent’s duties are to work
with the farmers for the upbuilding of
the county; to assist farmers in solving
the problems of the farm. Communications from people deeiring assistance along
any farm line will receive prompt attention. The county agent’s address is Ellsworth, and he is hare to help you.
During the present week Mr. Worden is
in attendance at farmers’ week in Orono,
but will be back in the county to resume
active work on March 15. On -the afternoon of that day he will visit the farm At
8. 8. Estey, Bayside, and will spend Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday of that
week in the town of Hancock. A demonstration in pruning will be in progress
during that time in the orchard of Qapt.
O. W. Foss, and those interested in that
important operation of the apple industry
are cordially invited to “drop around’’.
Island Teachers’ Institute.

Miss

Catherine Austin entertained on

Monday evening and Miss Theresa Cook
Tuesday evening, in honor of their
birthdays.
Mrs. Frank A. Cottle and son George are
home from the Green Lake hatchery,
where they have been
visiting Mrs.
Cottle’s parents.
W. H. Brown commenced digging Monday for the fonndal ion for an addition to

on

be made on the west side of his house.
He will install a bathroom.
Goodwill Sunday school class met Monday afternoon at the home of its teacher,
Mrs. Geraldine Moore, in honor of her
birthday. It was the birthday of another
member of the class, Mrs. C. G. Carter.
An enjoyable afternoon was passed.
COMING EVENTS.
ELLSWORTH.

Friday evening, March 12, at Society
hall—Dance following basket-ball game at
Hancock hall.

Wednesday, March 10, at home of Mrs.
Nettie Fullerton—8ociable>nd candy pull.
Admission, 10 oents.
Thursday evening, March 11, at the
Congregational parsonage- Dime sociable.
All members

are

invited.

Friday evening, March 12, at Hanoock
ball—Basket ball; Oldtown A. A. vs. Ellsworth A. A.

Saturday evening, March 13, at Society
hall—Private dancing class.
Monday evening, March 15, at Hanoock
hall—“The Shepherd of the Hills.” Tickets, 35, 50 and 75 cents.

Tuesday evening, March 16, at Bayside
hall-Play, dance and supper.
So far as
Friday evening, March 19, at high
includes school building—Juvenile entertainment
under the auspices of the senior class.

Monday, April 12, the annual meeting of the Island 1'eachers' convention
On

Went Eden hall.
the program is now arranged it
the following:
A talk and demonstration of the Palmer
method of business writing.
Two talks by Miss Florence Hale, of the
Presque Isle normal training school.
Boys’ agricultural clubs, by Ralph P.
will be held at

Mitchell,

Lynch and wife have had their
wired for electric lights.
C. A. Higgins and wife went to AmherBt
last week to attend the fnneral of Mrs.
Higgins’ father, Warren Orover.
Charles

bouse

in

of the

Miss Mtbel Maddocks went to Bangor

University
clubs, by

of Maine.

Girls’ canning

Marie

Miss

Gurdy.

A musical program by the pupils from
the rural schools, under the direction of
Miss Fernald.
The sessions will begin at 10 a. m. and
1.30 p. m. The evening session, to which
a special
invitation is extended to the
public, will be addressed by State Superintendent Smith.
In the afternoon it is planned to run the
meeting in two divisions, one for the rural
and elementary schools and the other for
the high and grammar schools.

grange

Tickets, 10 cents.
Monday evening, April 5, at Haneock
hall—Minstrel show and dance by Senator
Hale hose

company.

The local merchant who does not ad
vertise is throwing open the door to the

mail-order house, which does advertise,
and which is looking for just such openings.

_

cUitjfTUfitnWMUS

Miss Eva
son

at her home

on

Water street, Satur-

liams, who died in 1900.

Mrs. Williams

DOLLARDTOW.V.

day evening. Games and music were en- was a woman of sterling character, generMias Ruth Ooodwin visited Mrs. Mary
ous, and was respected by all who knew
joyed and delicious refreshments served.
her. She leaves two sons, two daughters Gaspar recently.
The subject of Rev. T. S. Ross’sermon at
P. G Tourtelotte and A. W. Garland are
auAcne step-son. The funeral was held
the Methodist church next Sunday mornat the home yesterday afternooD, Rev. home from their winter work.
ing will be “Call to Christian Activity”.
P. A. A. Killam officiating.
Irene and Margaret Wescott have been
In the evening at 7.30 there will be an
visiting their grandparents, G. B. Floyd
illustrated lecture on John Bunyan, with
illustrated songs.
will
“The Shepherd of the
presented at Hancock hall next Monday
evening by one'of the strongest companies
Hills”

seen

in

Ellsworth for a long time.
carries its full scenery,

company

be

The
Mr.

aiftmisnitnus

Od sale at Moore’s drug store,
day morning

MONAGHAN’S
BAND and ORCHESTRA

Harden,

We pay interest

ter how small the amount.”

Tbe inspection ot ballots cast tor alderin ward 2 in tbe recent municipal
election showed no change from tbe
official returns.
An
inspection ot the
.ballots for alderman in ward 4 showed a
gain of one for H. Fremont Maddocks and
a corresponding loss ot one for Eugene H.
Moore, leaving Mr. Moore a majority of
three instead of live, as officially reported.

delightful surprise party was given ago, leaving her with six small children.
Leighton by Mrs. Martin Jetti- Ten years later she married Josiah Wil-

A

“The best way to accumulate money is to resolutely
and bank a fixed portion of your income, no mat-

man

and

regular literary meeting

Company.

save

Music

Principal H. A. McLellan, of Higgins
classical inatitute, who accompanied his
basket-ball team to Ellsworth last Friday
sociable and candy pall

a

Sliced Pineapple
18c per can

Can

Per

Oysters

Misa Bertha Giles, who has been visiting her sister, Mrs. Harry C. Achorn, of
Brookline, Mass., la home.

Union Trust

soon.

At Bayside grange ball next Tuesday
evening members of the grange will present a double bill, in two farces, “Popping the Question,” and “When Reuben
Comes to Town”. There will be specialties between the plays by W. J. Clark, jr.

wes

fair
fair

Mrs. A. W. King and daughter Margaret left yesterday for a visit in Boston.
Mrs. Alice Emery left last Thursday for
a visit of several weeks in Massachusetts.

per can,

Juvenile ent.rtainment will be given
the high school building Friday evening of next week, under the auspices of
the senior class. There will be an interesting program, and home-made candy
will be for aale. The proceeds will be for
the expenses of the junior reception to be

Bangor, Friday, was brought
Monday for interment. Mr. Harden,

Average temperature for Feb 1915—28.12.*

HERE

The merit of a bank lies in its strength and in the application of
its strength for the benefit of its depositors and the community.
The resources and experience of this bank, its efficient and conservative management and the efforts of officials and employees to
in every way please and satisfy its patrons place this bank in a
particularly strong position, and enable it to render banking service
of the very highest order. To this our customers in Hancock and
Washington counties, numbering more than B.OOO, can testify.
If you are not already deriving the benefits and advantages offered by this bank, we extend an invitation to become a customer,
feeling confident that you will be highly pleased with the results.

A

died in

44-

Surplus. $100,000
Assets, $1,700,000

the regular meeting of Wm. H. H.
Rice poet next Saturday afternoon at 2.30,
a vote will be taken to see what
action, if
any, the post will take toward the observance of Appomattox day, April 9, the
fiftieth anniversary of Lee’s surrender.
A full attendance is desired.

of Oeorge D.

No. 10.

j

Company

Capital, 9100,000.

At

Tbe body

FOATOTFIOB.

ELLSWORTH, ME.

,

days

A dance and supper will follow.
by Sinclair’s orchestra.

KLL8UORTH.

For Week

Wed
Thurs
Fri
Sat
Sun
Mon
Tues

m ^^wtt>pay

Union Trust

L. F. Giles, local treasurer of the Unitarian parsonage land, reports that the
amount necessary tor the purchase of the
Chatto house on Pine street baa been received from out-of-town friends of the society, and deeds will be passed in a few

given

hour before mail closes.
WKATHKR

LENTEN

am;

m.
m.

Registered mail should be at postofflee half
an

YOU WILL NEED SOME OF THESE

4.28, p
6.22 p

MAIL CLOSBS AT

OoinoJW bst—10.40

F.

8c

a m;

AT TWM (LUTOIII

£ trjntttimntt*.

Cooke, the manager ot the hall, being inatructed by the company’a advance agent,
who waa here Monday, to atrip the atage
completely lor the company’a aoenery.
The chicken eupper given by the men of
the Unitarian aociety laat Wednesday
evening waa the most largely attended of
the season, the proceeds /wing about (GO.
Daring the sapper, masic was tarnished
by Sinclair’s orchestra.

at

SCHEDULE OF MAIL8

1915.

will relieve your indigestion. Many
people in this town have used them
and we have yet to hear of a caae where
they have faded. We know the formula. Sold only by ua—25o a bos.
E. Q. Moore.

Found Dead In Boat.
Gilbert H. llodgdon, of Mt. Desert, who
made his home the greater part of the
time |on his auxiliary sloop, was found
dead on board his boat in Belfast harbor
last Wednesday.
Death was evidently
due to heart failure. Mr. Hodgdon had
been ashore the day before. When be did
not

come

ashore

os

usual

Wednesday

morning, an investigation was made, and
he was found dead in bis bunk.
Mr. Hodgdon was seventy-two years old.
He leaves a son—Fred A. Hodgdon, of Mt.
Desert, and a daughter.
Fire at North Lamoine.
Lamoine, March 9 (special)
The portable mill owned and operated by
Smith A Richardson was burned this
Nobth

morning.

—

and wife.

Miss

Grace

Thursday night

Garter
to

left

spend the

for

Ludlow

rest

of her

vacation with her father.

SURRY.
Mildred Gott is working for Mrs. John
Staples. Mrs. Staples, who haa been seriously ill, is gaining.
News haa been received of the birth of a
Bon to Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Fish, of Bangor. Mrs. Fish was formerly Corinna
Clark, of Sorry.
Mrs. Emery has sold her place to Sterling Anderson, and will go to California.
Marshall Olds, of Blnehill, has bought
Sterling Anderson’s house.

March 8.

Anon.

CelloHot Water Bottle
Gives dry, even heat. No danger
of leaking or burning.
May be used
for messaging the body to remove
rheumatism and other pains.
Safe
and convenient. Made of brass heavis*"1 in washily nickel-plated. Enclose^
wasnable Flannel Bag. Guar-

$2.00

anteed.

G A. PARCHER,

•

Druggist.

SUNDAY SCHOOL
Lesson XI.—First Quarter, For
March 14,1915.
THE INTERNATIONAL SERIES.
T«xt of the Lesson, I Sam. xt—Memory
Verses, 12, 13—Golden Text, Prov.

xarl,

32—Commentary

Prepared

by

Rev. O. M. Steams.
After the Lord had brought to Samuel
the man whom Qe had chosen as king
for Israel and Samuel had anointed
Mm he returned to his home, having
met on hi* way all whom Samuel said

UbbRitnnrntB.

fRutual Benefit Column.
RUTTED BT

Itt Motto:

“»CKT «MI".

The parpoeea of this column are succtnc y
suied in the title and motto—tt la for the tnut .ul
benefit, and alma to he helpful and bopefull
Being for the common good, It la for the common uee—a public servant, a purveyor of Information and susrgestlon, a medium for the In
terchange of Ideas. In thla capacity tt aollclta

all communications

The American,
Ellsworth, Me.

LOWELL

..—-

Chwktd Skirt With Kimono
Biaok
Satin.
of
Jackat

ANIMAL FERTILIZERS

The Price She Paid for Lydia
E.PinkhamYVegetable Compound Which Brought
Good Health.

communications, and Us success uepends largely
Comon the support given It In this respect
munications must be signet, but the name of
writer will not be printed except by permission.
Communications will be subject to approval or
rejection by the editor of the column, but none
will be rejected without aood reason. Address
to

NOVEL COMBINATION.

WHAT $10 DID
FOR THIS WOMAN

"Helpful and Hopeful."

Too often a crop is a failure because the fertiliused does not supply enough'plant food or does not supply it
i
these demands
when needed. Lowell Animal Fertilizers> meet
perfectly if used as directed. They are active all the time.
■tart to
ser

•TOrR FERTILIZER WAS AHEAD.”

—

tnarXatahto

j

Danville, Va.—" I have only spent tan
dollars on your medicine and I feel so
much better than I
did when the doctor

ION SSOMB.

Miriam Teichner.

uid

-.

dad exactly tta
ju#fnw*t th«r* «h do dtff«r«n<M
In tl» rMd woukt
-- r
17 tor Um f*rtU-

care In every particular, and al ttoaw lima
dlSc
Ttic dlllwrvfMW
In land, and your ferUIttcr wan adcad. Tb*
I. A OETCHEI.U
lav talc* over.”

It wilt tell you

*

our

\

free booklet.

COUNTY

This column la devoted to the lirartgr. en
pec tally to the grange* of Hancock county.
The column la open in all grangers for the
discuaaion of topics of general interest, and
for reporta of grange meetings. Make letters
abort and concise. All,communications must
be signed, but names will not be printed except by permission of the writer. All communications will be subject to approval by
the editor, but none will be rejected without

WEST FRANKLIN.
Goodwin returned to Stonington Wednesday.
Mrs. Sarah J. Hragdon baa been visiting
ber daughter a few weeks.

'The many friends of Mrs. Charles
Coombs are gratified to learn of ber improved condition.

reason.

and included debate

the

on

qutation:

John K. Clark, a veteran of the Civil
granted a pension of §90 per
month, by a special act of the legislature.
war, has been

John Coombs, who has been working at
W. B. Goodwin's mill, is borne on'account
of scarcity of logs to saw, owing to the
open winter.
Hollis Orcutt went to Solti van to take
the State teachers’ examination last week.
His cousin, Shirley Clemens, returned
with him for a visit.

“Is

the greed of gain lowering the standard
of manhood in this country?'* w hich was
decided

An afternoon suit of shepherd cheeked serge* and black lacquered satin In
oriental design, the skirt consisting of
straight gores of serge alternating with
circular gores of the satin, is pictured
here. The kimono jacket of satin, liued with white pussy willow taffeta,
has edges banded with black silk military braid embroidered In gold and
It is a tine specimen of the
green.
modiste’s art in adapting Japanese
Ideas in regard to dress to the taste of
the Occident

_

NEW

SPORTS CLOTHES.

What tha Smart Sat Dona For Outdoor
Recreation.
With devotees of riding enjoying
themselves !u the country, clothes for
day wear at the smart estates become
of the riding type
This brings into consideration a Stoat
attractive display of smart neckwear,
sports hats, trim shirts and blouses, the
most swagger article In boot styles and
a corresponding array of good looking
sports suits.
Both corduroys and tweeds have tbelr
admirers. It Is about six of one and a
half dozen of the other In point of pref
erence. so honors are even.
For walking aulta corduroys are In
high favor.
The costume shown by a leading
shop forces this point home rather decidedly. for It Is one of the new models
designed for spring wear by a most exclusive patron of conservative but
sports loving taste.
It is of green cotton corduroy. The
coat U made with a smart yoke with
the skirt part showing Inverted pleats,
which are belted In such fashion at the
waist line that but a small portion of
the belt need hang when the coat la
worn unbuttoned.
The skirt Is of circular cut, buttoned
in front and with pockets set on Just
below the hips.

_

Renewing

10 the

program.

Miss Charlotte M acorn ber was married
Saturday evening to Clarence Hopkins,
of Eden.
They were Sunday guests of
Mrs. H. G. Wooster.
Miss

HA&1K)R*IDK, 47S. SOUTH BBOOKSVILLK.
March 3 over seventy mem berm and
visitors

bet, the

for

It

served.

voted to

a

content

each to

furnish

and

women

there

second

will

be

have

nights,

the

day afternoon,

were

8upper

entertainment for two
side to furnish supper.

ing

names

membership.

was

men

Two

present.

were

presented

evening for

was

losing

in the

BAYS!DR, 47b.
March 6

thirty

KLL* WORTH.

members and

were

tuoua

meeting

were

FOR

PET

DOGS.

ltnbber coats, lined with wool for the
sake of warmth, that keep all rain
from the dog’s back.
/ Rubber shoes of red flexible leather
that pull on like riding boots.
Black rubber shoes that lace up the
beck.
Straw or leather traveling bags, well
ventilated.
Bells of silver or brass to fasten on
the small dog's collar.
Enameled
and white.

sleeping baskets in bine

:

Umbrellas that are strapped around
the dog's body and held erect in this
way OTer its back.

j!\

Roses and other artificial flowera to
fasten to the dog's collar.

j

if there

looked

like

a

serious

fire

wan

Boland

Earl

arrived.

Mr.

wife

given

were

a

Saturday evening, Mr.
Coombs’ birthday.
A pleasant evening
was spent at whist.
The principal prizes
were

party

awarded

E.

E.

Coombs

Orcutt; the booby prizes fell

and
to

Coombs and Galen Orcutt.
March 8.

side will furnish refreshments.

Nina

Emily

Echo.

NOKTH BROOKS \TLLE.
Mr*. K. S. Grin die bu gone to Bing*

MARIAVILLK. 441.

bam.
good attendance.
MIm Minnie Pierce, of North Sedgwick,
received.
A good I
March 27 the grange j ie the gueat of U. A. Pierce.
program was given.
will have a pound party. The public is
Jemee Staples it borne from New York.
invited.
Lottie Stevens, of West Brookevilie, is
the guest of Violet Gray.
BCHOODIC, 406, WIXTKH HARBOR.
March 4, the third degree was conferred
Mrs. W. L. Bradeen went to Hsllowell
upon one candidate. The fourth degree Uet week to be present et the celebratiou
will be conferred at the next meeting. of her father’s eightieth
birthday.
The program
included
the question,
The young ladies have organized the
“Which is tbe more indispensable in the “Good Will Workers’\
Officers: Presiborne—the washing machine or the sew- dent, Msbelle Dodge; vice president,
Violet Gray;
Evelyn
Lord;
secretary,
machine?”
The
ing
question for next treasurer, Helen Gnndle.
meeting is “Which is more beneficial in a
March 1.
C.

March 6 there
One application

was

a

was

j

community—s public library or tbe same
amount of money expended for perma-

NOKTH OKLAND.

sidewalks?”

daughter was born
Fred Maynard Feb. JO.
A

8KOOWIOK, 244.

March 1.

March 5 fifty members were present.
Ralston Means has resigned as assistant
steward and Ray Thurston was elected.

Equal suffrage
w

as

against it.

was

It

discussed,
was

to

Mr. and Mrs.
H.

____________

Constipation causes beadacbe, nausea, dixziaesa, languor, heart palpitation.
Drastic
ph>sies gripe, sicken, weaken the bowels and
don't cure.
Doan’s Kegulets act gently and
cure constipation.
25 cents. Ask your drug*

and the vote

decided to have'a

brown-tail moth contest in the grange,
brothers against sisters, to close in four
weeks, the losing side to furnish a supper.
To entitle one to the
supper he must
have ten nests or more, or
pay twentyfive ceuts for the supper. Prizes of
fa, f3
and f2 are offered.

gist.—A ft ft.

Snun.'<MRUT io

FOR SOUR STOMACH

own.

Here are a few of the dainty things
for the pet dog:
Military brushes, which can be monogra mined in silver.
Collars of leather, studded with
brass, or with Jewels if one cares for
them.

_

interesting developments
meeting March 15.

as

some

F. P. Coombs and

OASOR INDIGESTION

Stephen Dunnam, of Swan's Island,
visiting here.

in

Thomas

DINNER WITH ME”

recently’

might be

surprise

Tuesday evening, March 2, was the last
After denight ot the literary contest.
gree work. Sister Hodgkins’ side presented an entertaining program and seven
applications for membership. The judges
declared that side the victors by more
than 600 points.
Next week the losing

Eaton, who baa been working
Small tbe past winter, baa
returned to Mountainvllle.
Ernest Snowden and wife were called to
for

“COME

the

the

mended.

264.

BUN8ET.

\

taken in

m

Stevens, of
Bclast, has
Stevens is a graduate of the
U. of M., 1914, and comes highly recom-

made.

LA MO INK.

boys coming
gathering.

stopped without much damage .Saturday
by a hastily assembled fire brigade, when
the house of Barney Mullan caught fire.
The new principal of the high school,

one visiThe first and second
present.
degrees were conferred upon two candidates.
Final arrangements for the Po-

tor

her

report, and it looks

_What

degrees.

the

is

invited

Coombs

“quilting bee” Thurs-

issued town
at the town

first and

a

social

a

Much interest

At the next meet-

work

Elizabeth

young friends to

Rote.

To renew the charms of a shabby
artifleial rose, trim all the edges of the
petals with sharp scissors, and if there
are green leaves, trim those as well.
Then straighten bent wires, press the
fresh heun of the rose open so that it
has a fuli blown look and place the
flower at the left bust of a low evening
Itodiee in some thin material.
New. the corsage rose costa from
; $2.n0 up to anything, hut with careful
i pruning a twenty-live cent bargain
j may burst upon the eve like nature's

j

March

negative.

will furnish the

aciiooDic, 42o, franklin.
March 4, an interesting program was
presented. March 18 the question w ill be
“Who works the more hours on the farm,
the man,or woman?'1

nent
a

in the

people

young

NEWS

Mrt. Maria

MA88APAQUA, 477, SOUTH ULURU ILL.
March 3 a tine program was presented
by the members over forty years of age

ATTRACTIVE SPRING SUIT.

Penobacot
ho» to get the beat

LOWELL FERTILIZER CO., 40IL Martsl $1,

Winona the (frrantifn*.

good

Jual

result*.
If we are not represented ia your locality, write as for the agency.

Send for

treating me. I
don’t suffer any
bearing down pains

at all now and I sleep
Way down deep within their hearts
he would meet, for all came to pass
well.
I cannot say
Everybody’s lonc«ome.
secret
of
the
within
their
said.
The
parts
Spirit
Deep
just as Samuel
enough fcr Lydia HI
lonesome.
Everybody’s
Pinkham’s VegetaLord came upon him. and he became
Makes nc different bow they smile.
All I
ble Compound and
a changed man (chapter x, 6-10).
How they live or what their style;
Liver Pills as they
this was a private matter between the i Once in every little w hile,
have done so much
Lord and Samuel and Saul, for when
Everybody’s lonesome.
for me. I am enjoySaul reached home he only told that
People first in big affairs—
[ inf? good health now and owe it all to
Samuel had assured him that the asses
Even they are lonesome.
your remedies. I take pleasure in tellhad been found, but he said nothing of Maybe like to put on airs;
Then Saul called the
ing my friends and neighbors about
the kingdom.
Just the same, they're lonesome.
them.-’—Mrs. Mattie Haley, 601 Colpeople to Mixpeh. remiuded them of Men for whom existence blends
quhone Street, Danville, Va.
the Lord's deliverance from Egypt and Every good, who gain all ends.
for friends;
No woman suffering from any form
all enemies and of their rejection of Still reach out their band
Everybody's lonesome.
of female troubles should lose hope unGod In demanding a king and then
til she has given Lydia E. Pir.kham's
proceeded to have them elect a king Women, silk clad, jewelled fine.
Yes, they, too, are lonesome
It was. no
with God’s permission.
Vegetable Compound a fair trial.
the
W'hen
their
shine.
brightest
gems
doubt, done by lot a* the land was diThis famous remedy, the medicinal
They aie just as lonesome.
vided. for ‘’the lot is cast into the lap. Some must serve and some command:
ingredients of which are derived
but the whole disposing thereof Is of All still seek, with
from native roots and herbs, has for
groping hand.
the Lord" (Sum. xxvi, 55. 56; Prov. Love, and friends, who understand.
forty years proved to be a most valuaFirst the tribe was found
XTi, 33).
Everybody’s lonesome.
; ble tonic and in vigors tor of the feand then the family ami then the man
Women everywhere
male organism.
Though your gift of friendship's small,|
to the wonderful
(chapter x, 20. 21; compare Josh. vll.
I bear willing testimony
Everybody’s lonesome;
16-18), and thus they were guided to It may answer someone's call.
j virtue of Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetathe man whom He had already chosen
ble Compound.
Someone who is lonesome.
and anointed.
Although elected, he j Give, and give with might and main;
If you have the slightest doubt
Give yonr hands, and join the chain;
could not for a time be found, so they
that Lydia E. 1‘inkham's Vegetawill
be
And
gift
gain.
your
your
He
told
them
and
inquired of the Lord,
ble Com pound will help you, write
Sometime when you're lonesome.
Whether it be a
where to find him.
to Lydia E. Pink ham Medici neCo.
Selected by B. £. S.
person or a thing that cannot be found.
(confidential! Lynn. Mass., for adHe that Is perfect in knowledge knows Dear M. B. Friend a:
vice. Your letter will be opened,
j
where to find the lost (Job xxxvi, 4).
I We sometimes wonder, in the number* read and answered by a woman,
When the people looked upon the less
poems tnat fill so many nooks and and held in strict confidence.
man whom God had chosen they could
corners of newspapers and magazines, if
not refrain from shouting. “God save
there is any one subject that has been un- line. We decided it was tolly as good as
the king!" or. its In the margin. "Let touched in the great collection of
rhymes. dam chowder, and that is considerable
the king live!" (x. 23-25.) The band of Here is a new
If for u» to say.
theme, it seems to me.
men whose hearts God had touched
in reading the first stanza you feel a little
were a comfort to him, so that he was
A welcome personal letter from Idora
depressed, skip to the last four lines of
able to seem as a deaf man to his ene- the
selection, and after reading tLem, be- told of a call she made at the general hosOur lesson chapter
mies (x. 26, 2T).
gin again at the tirst and take it all in, pital in Bangor, on Narcissus, who, she
shows how Saul by the Spirit of the and it
was very comfortable and in the
may be to you “A touch of nature reported,
Lord began to deliver Israel and to ob- which makes the whole world kin”.
beat of spirits.
I
tain the confidence of the people.
Chocolate Cake-Two cups brown
suppose there is scarcely a day in the
Pasadena, Cal., Jan. 27,1915. I sugar, one-half cup lard, one-half cup
life of any child of God when there is
Dear Aunt Madge:
cocoa, a little salt, two and one-half cups
not an occasion to say, “Now, the serA niece of mine from Hancock, Maine,
flour, one teaspoon soda dissolved in onepent" (Gen. iil, 1), for he is ever going and 1 took a delightful auto ride to the third
cup hot water, beat well.
about to make trouble. Nahash, whose adjoining city of Alhambra the other day.
It was cool, but the air was bracing as we
—Aunt Martha.
name signifies "serpent,” was moved
felt its sting, coming from yonder snowEoolrsm Cake—One cup sugar, one-half
by the devil, whose he was and whom capped *‘Oid Baldy”.
he served, to seek to bring reproach ! We called on a Mrs. Davis, formerly of cup butter or drippings, one cup milk,
Ellsworth, and met Mrs. Armstrong, her two and one-half cups flour, tw<v teaupon Israel (verses 1-3). Saul heard of sister-in-law, visiting her for the winter.
the distress of Jabesh Gilead and in a , O, how we did enjoy this visit. It, torus, spoons baking powder, flavoring; beat
well and cook in quite a hot oven.
very striking way summoned the peo- was like being at home again in Maine,
and I think there must have been some
—Aunt Martha.,*
ple to gather unto him and Samuel. :
burning ears there, for we called to mind
E. gives us the follow ing observation:
and 330,000 gathered, and word was and spoke of many friends whom we all
Bread made with milk is more nutritious,
seni to the distressed that they would knew or had known in the good old pastSusan.
but it dries more quickly than bread in
have help by the morrow. That night time.
which water is used. 1 like about half of
or in the early morning (verse
11)
South Breweb, Feb. 27,1915.
each.
Saul came suddenly upon the Ammon- Dear Aunt
Madge and Sietert :
ites and so completely routed them
I am sending recipes that may do to use
EAST ORLAND.
that two of them were not left togeth- when you are short of material. How nice
would be if we could all follow the exit
er (verses 4-11).
OBITl^BY.
expressed in the clipping which I
The morning deliverances of the Bi- ample
This little village met an unusual sorsm sending.
ble are full of interest and are all sugSo sorry to hear of 8. J. Y’s misfortune; row recently in the death of one of its
gestive of the morning that is coming, hope she is doing well. Best wishes to oldest and most prominent couples, Mr.
all.
Aunt Martha.
you
when the Lord shall finally and forand Mrs. Albion P. Ham man,, who lived
Jast put them up at auction.
ever deliver Israel (Ps. xlvi, 5, marin what ia known as the “half-way bouse”
Your worry and your woe;
on the Bncksport road.
gin). Compare Ps. xllx, 14, and see
Mr. Harriman
Just put them up at auction.
Ex. xiv. 24, 27. Think also of Dan. vi.
died February 27 of heart failure, and his
And laugh to see them so.
19-23, and of the deliverance that came
wife passed away just after bia funeral on
We often borrow trouble;
to the disciples in the morning watch
Tuesday, March 2, her death being doe to
I know not why we do.
a form of typhoid.
(Mark vl, 48). But while believers may
We seem to take a pleasure.
well rejoice in the glorious morning
The husband was born in Orland in
In trying to be blue.
that is coming and in Him who is to
1832, and though living in other comJust auction off each trouble.
us the Morning Star (11 Sam. xxtli. 5;
munities for short periods, his life practiAnd buy supreme content.
Rev. xxll, 16). it is also written that
cally was spent in his native town. Hia
And smile and trust your Maker,
there will be no morning for such as
vocation was that of a cook, and by his
And never more lament.
work in many camps and cottages he bedo not believe God (Isa. viii, 20; marOur woes they may be many.
came widely known.
gin and revised version). When the
Bat still, they could be more;
A little more than fifty years ago be
people saw the great deliverance
Just turn the light on trouble.
married
Adelle 8. Hooper, a school
wrought by Saul they asked to have
And shat the outer door.
Saul's enemies put to death, but Saul
-Hazel Dell.
teacher, who, after the half-century of
wedded life, survived him by only three
would not listen to it. saying. "There
Your clipping. Aunt Martha, has a place
shall not a man be put to death this in
She was born in West Ellsworth,
the column, as you see. We are pleased days.
I
and was in her seventieth year.
As a
day, for today the Lord hath wrought to hear from you once more, and give
you
teacher she was successful, and taught
salvation In Israel” (verses 12. J3>. It thanks for
poem, letter and recipes. We
her thirty-eighth term less than five years
was the same power that wrought for
all join with you in sympathizing with 8.
Her school career was marked for
Israel at the lied sea (Ex. xiv. 13. 30*
J. Y. Some of the Mutuals may not know ago.
its influences for good upon her pupils,
and on so many occasions In all their that she fell on the
ice. Feb. 21, and broke
history, and their greatest deliverance her left wrist. All wish her a speedy re- and there are many of them who will rela yet to come (Zeoh. xiv, 3. 9*. Samuel
gret sincerely her death.
covery and a comfortable time during her
Mr. Harnman was a man who was honthen gathered the people to Gilgal.and ( enforced vacation. It is hard for
busy,
there they made Saul king before the active
est, of generous temperament and an inpeople to be obliged to keep quiet dustrious
worker. She was a woman of
Lord, offered sacrifices, and all Israel from
necessity. We can all give her a keen
j
mind, ready wit, and with a cheery
rejoiced greatly (verses 14. 13). Thus word of cheer.
! personality. They were charier members
far all seemed to be going well, but
when mnD has bis way there Is soon I
H., I tried the corn chowder, and it was of Alamoosook grange, and were prorninent in the work of that order. He was a
failure, for “verily, every man at his
best state (apart from God* is alto- :Mo her Gray's sweet Powders for Children. Mason for more than fifty years and the
For Feverishness. Bad Stomach. Teething
oldest member in this vicinity.
gether vanity" (Ps. xxxix, 5).
Disorders, move and regulate the Bowels and
Both funerals were conducted by Rev.
Chapter xii tells how Samuel rehears- are a pleasant remedy for Worms. Used by
Mothers for 25 years.
They ne'er fail. At P. A. A. Killam, of Ellsworth, and at the
ed the history of the nation from their all
druggists, 25c. Sample FREE. Address, |
service of Mr. Harriman, a delegation from
coming out of Egypt, the Lord's deal- Allen S. Olmstead, LeRov, N. Y.
Rising Sun lodge, P. and A. M., attended
ings with them under Moses and
and conducted services at the grave. The
Aaron and how many a time Fie deilCurttiscmnns
funeral of the wife was held on Friday,
livered them In the days of the judges.
and the interment service was conducted
He also asked them to testify as to
HOME TO
by members of the grange.
whether during all the time that he
Mr. Harriman outlived all his near relahad Judged them he had ever taken
tives, but Mtb. Harriman is survived by
anything from them or defrauded any
two brothers—Vinal F. Hooper, of Ells*
one or taken a bribe to blind his eyes,
"No, thank you.
Can’t eat with
j worth, and Arno O. Hooper, formerly
but they called God to witness that
any comfort now."
proprietor of the Lake bouse in Dedham;
"What? Haven’t you heard about
they could find no fault in him in any
of these matters (ill. 1-5*.
To show
Dys-pep-lets? Sure thing: for softr also two Bisters—Miss Emma Hooper, of
them that he was right before the I stomach, distress, heartburn and all | Holden, and Mrs. Wilbur Crockett, of
indigestion.”
Dedham. Their nephew, Howard Hooper,
Lord as well as in their eyes and that
“Ho you guarantee them?"
ana his wife, of
*’I certainly do on my own experiEllsworth, cared for them
they had done wrong in asking for a
faithfully to the last.
ence and that of many friends
Alking when the Lord Himself was their
ways carry a box In my pocket."
King he asked the Lord to send thun“All right! I’ll come and enjoy a
WINTER HARBOR.
der and rain that day. and He did so.
(rood meal once more."
M. B. Jordan has purchased an auto
Dys-pep-lets are making fast
the people seemed to see their sin and
friends of all who try them.
truck.
asked Samuel to pray for them (xii.
Samuel assured them that,
6-191.
Sheldon Sumner has purchased the old
Sargent homestead of Wilson Sargent, and
though they had done this great wrong,
WE LOAN A BANK
will occupy it about April 1.
yet if they would truly turn to the Lord
for home “money-catching”,'to all
Mar. 1.
and fear Him and serve Him in truth
8.
Better
patron* who desire same.
with all their heart He would for His
get
yours
Don’t
to-day.
let
the
suffer
from
sores
baby
eczema,
great name's sake forgive them and
or any itching cf the akin.
Doan’s Ointment
not forsake them and he (Samuel)
Han. Co. SaviRfs BANK, Ellsworth
gives instant relief, cures quicky. Perfectly
would not cease to pray for them.
safe for children. All druggists sell it.—Advt.

__

anothae place

1 *j*°
a tern »CT
died another mi»o oTtertu-stld Um fame day and
andonly rotfifl barreia. ""BotF |5ra*weripl*nl
m»
Id

about'tt.cianie utta.

was
KVBRVBODY’S

WANT A GOOD CROP?
x land a chance—give it plenty of plant food from

Then

Raymond

Bangor

last

week, by tbe death of Mr.
Snowden’s brother Edward, who was
killed on tbe railroad.
A farce, “Tbe Derestrict Bkule,” was
given
under the auspioes of the sewing circle in
the

library

building Friday

Proceeds for tbe church.
^*Hr- '•

evening.
Sadib.

__

DEDHAM.
Herbert Gray has gone to Saco to work.
Miss Hazel Cowing is the guest of Mrs.
C. L. Burrill.
L. K. Black, of Greenville, is
visiting
parents here.
News has been received of the sudden
death in Brewer of Mrs. Joseph Lyman
Mar. 1.
B
bis

If Mothers Only Knew.
Mother Gray's Sweet Powders for Children
relieve Feverishness, Headache, Bad stomach. Teething Disorders, move and regulate
the Bowels and destroy worms. They break
Used by mother a for 2S
np Colds in 24 hours.
years. All druggists, 2Sc. Sample Fbsk. Address, A. 8. Olmstead, LeRoy, N Y.

!

Use Ml-o-na and Get Immediate aud
Kflective Itvllpf,
When you have heartburn, p line in
the stomach, and taste undigested
food, it’s a sure sign your last meal is
not digesting, but fermenting, causiug poisonous gases, sourness and acid

stomach.

Prompt and lasting relief for any
stomach distress is a simple inexpensive matter if you will only try the
harmless Mi o-na prescription, easily
obtaiued from G. A. Parcher or any
druggist.

Mi-o-na is especially prepared to
neutralize excess acid and stop fermentation which surely sours your
food, causing sick headache, dyspepsia, biliousness and bad dreams.
Mi-o-na not only corrects sour, acid,
and gassy stomach, but improves the
entire digestive system so that the
blood, nerves, muscles, and skin all
receive increased nourishment, causing
clear complexion, bright eyes and that
delighful sensation of "feeling tit”.
Get some Mi-o-na tablets to-day--if
they do not banish every sign of indigestion they will not cost youa penny.

TWGT
▲ toil*-t preparation of merit
eradicate dandruff.
H.-lps

For Rtttorisi Color and
Boautjr to Gray or Fad ad Hair.
_

COUNTY
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EAST 81KHY.
have done

•j-he smelters
winter * work. The
ing to

Mias

a

season

AN INVESTMENT
IN LOVE

fairly good

»

is fast

draw-

clow.

D.
Anna
to her work

Htinaon

has

teller’s window of one of New York’s
largest banking institutions.
“How do you do, Mr. Johnson?"
greeted the man behind the bars respectfully.
“All right,” responded the other cor
dlally. "You hare a note here for collection, $5,000, John Mardcn. maker, to
my order. This lady wishes to pay it
Want me to certify it?”

re-

as superintendent of
turned
the'Hover hospital at Needham, Mas*.
Mis* Hose U. Htinaon, who has been
teaching in South Fayette and Mt. Veria spending a vacation
non the pa«t year,
with her parents, Capt. Philip Stinson

It Was

a

Complicated

The note teller scrutinized the check.
“Oh.” remarked Smith, still smiling
amusedly, "the check Is all right, of
course, but I can't take It
The note
has been paid, Mr. Johnson.’’
“Paid?”

Business.
By EUGENE A. VOGT

and wife.
March 5.

SPRc.

_

Copyright by

Frank A.

E. E. Swett and wife entertained a small
at
their
friends
borne
party of
Thursday evening, in honor of their guest,
Mrs. F. E. Swett, of Bar Harbor, it also
being the birthday of their daughter
AnDie. Kefrcshmenta were served.

Munsey Co.

"Most unusual thing about this collection," resumed the teller. “It seems
everybody wants to pay It You are
the third party to attempt to do so. It
wasn’t more than ten minutes ago that
Miss Grace Marden came In to pay It
She presented a certified check signed
by Charles Tbran"—
“Oh, Mr. ThranP Interposed Edna
gleefully. “So he paid It himself. Isn’t
that noble of him?”
“Mr. Thran's Intentions were good,”
proceeded the teller, “but he was too
late by at least half an hour; but of
course,” and here the teller risked a
sly wink at Edna's father, “you know
who really paid It. Mr. Johnson."
“I! If exploded the latter. “Do you
think I came over here with my daughter to make a fool of myself?”
“I—I—really. ! beg your pardon,”
stammered Smith.
“But naturally I
thought you knew when your own Mr.
Curtis paid the note."
“It’s all right Mr. Smith,” muttered
Johnson, stroking bis brow. “Come,
Edna, let us go.”
Johnson was still nervously clutching
his daughter’s hand as they passed
through the outer offices of the AcmeJohnson Grocery company.
Just before he ushered the girl Into
the private office he ordered the office
boy to send In Mr. Curtis at once. The
culprit entered with his usual placid
air.

Glen wish Johnson sat In the private
office of tbe Acme-Johnsoa Grocery
company, of wblcb commanding ee*
tablisbment he was president and practically sole owner.
NORTH SULMVAN.
Curtis, the confidential yonng man of
Kalpb Morse expects to move into Sylvia Johnson's own business rearing, was
with him, as usual, at this hour—4
Ashe s bouse soon.
o'clock—to receive bis superior’s final
The Red Men’s ball Thursday evening
Instructions for the day.
was a pleasant occasion.
"Weil,” concluded Mr. Johnson In
Herbert Grindle has moved into the
that Icy tone the meaning of which
jI
house owned by Howard Murcb.
none knew better than Curtis, “that's
Mrs. Walter Hammond, with two chil- settled.
If that Marden note Is not
dren, of Bangor, la visiting her sister, paid tomorrow you go ahead and foreMrs. Mary Robertson.
| close the mortgage. This presuming
The smelt fishermen are rejoicing over on old friendship and that sort of rot
The law will not go. I've renewed it once, and
their victory in the legislature.
I'm tired of It”
remains unchanged.
Curtis smiled and nodded as be shut
Mrs. Agnes Hall is in Gouldsboro caring
for Mrs. Mina Moon Bunker and her down the top of his chiefs desk. The
latter had turned to go. but stopped
young son, Gordon Koeter.
U.
suddenly.
March <L
“By Jove!” he exclaimed. "I almost
NORTH HANCOCK.
forgot My little girl Is twenty-one toK. H. William* i* visiting bis daughter,
day.” The diplomatic Curtis merely
smiled his congratulations. “Hand me
Mrs. Clarence rttratton.
F. 8. Crabtree is in Franklin for a few my private check book. Curt” ordered
day*. Harry Maddocka is station agent Johnson. "I'll take It home with me.”
Emil, the porter of Charles Thran’s
during his abseoce.
leaf tobacco establishment on Water
Morton liavey and Angus Milne, of
street New York, was the first memand
Messrs. Baker,
West
Sullivan,
ber of that firm's force to gasp as
Bemis and Oilpatrick, of Higgins classiEdna, Glenwlsb Johnson’s daughter,
cal institute, are guests of Merle Googins
alighted from her electric car and
at camp Seldom Inn. They will return to
briskly entered his part of the house.
Charleston Tuesday.
“I should like to see Miss Grace
Axon.
March 8.
Marden, Mr. Thran's stenographer,”
limith Promote-* Happiness
she said sweetly.
Without health, genuine Joy la Impossible; [
"Klght In there, lady,’* he raid,
and regular bowel !
without good digestion
pointing toward the Inner office.
Why
movement you cannot hare health.
neglect keeping bowsis open and risk being
“IIcllo, Edna.” came Thran'a voice,
You don’t hare to. Take
sicV and ailing?
cheery and cordial. “What on earth
one “mall Dr. King's New Life Pill at night,
in the morning yon will have a full, free
brings you way down to Water
bowel movement aud feel much better. Helps
Try one to- street?"
yoor appetite and digestion.
“I came down to see Grace on busiYou don't mind letness, Mr. Tbran.
abbmuumniU.
ting me siieak to her In private for a
few minutes?"
Thran patted the girl’s cheek with
the familiarity of a very old frleud
and ceremoniously bowed himself out
of his own office, softly closing the
door behind him. Presently, however,
the door of the private office opened
and Edna stood at the threshold, her
face rather pale and her pose unsteady.
“Please come In, Mr. Thran.” she
—

“F Never Spent Any Money
That Did Me So Much
Good as That I Spent for
Vinol.”
Bellefontaine,Ohio.—"I wish every
tired, weak, nervous woman could have
Vinol for

l never spent any money in
my life that did me so much good aa
that I spent for Vinol. My nerves were
in a very bad condition, making me very
weak, tired, and worn out and often
I had tried cod
drowsy headaches.
liver oil, doctor’s medicines, and other
preparations without benefit.

“One day a friend asked me to try
Vinol. I did and soon my appetite increased, I slept better and now I am
strong, vigorous and well and can do my
housework with pleasure. ’’—Mrs. J. F.
Lamborn, Beliefon taine, Ohio.
worn-out wo-

should take Mrs. Lam born’s advice
and try Vinol for there are literally
thousands of men and women who were
men

formerly run-down,
who owe their

weak and nervous,
to Vinol.

blood making, strengthening Influence
of tonic iron, contained in vinol, which
makes it so efficient in all such eases.
O. A. Parcher,druggist, Ellsworth, Me.

Serious CATARRH
Yields to HYOHEI
Also One ot the Best Remedies for
Heed Colds or Bronchitis.
Be wise in time and use Hyomei at
the first symptom ot catarrh, such as
frequent colds, constant frog in the

the loss of hearing.
Hyomei is nature’s true remedy for
catarrh—you breathe it so that the
medication goes right to the sore and
Inflamed tissues lining the air passages of the head and throat. Its antiseptic healing must begin at once.
causes

will feei better after the first breath
of Hyomei.
It clears the head and

throat like magic.
There is nothing easier, quicker

so

|

or

satisfying than Hyomei. It is
not merely a relief for catarrh but a
sure aud lasting benefit.
G. A. Parcher sells Hyomei on the guarantee of
money back if It does not cure.

recommend

Olive Oil
Emulsion
containing Uvpopko$jih%tt*
nerve

tonic preemption.

C. Q. Moore.

Notice.
Pauper
contracted with the City of Bile-

HAVING
worth

to aupport end cere for thoee who
may need aaatatanoe daring llw years beginning Jan. 1. ms, and are legal reatdenia of
Ellsworth. I forbid all persons treating tbe«u
°® my account, as there ia
plenty of room
*nd accommodations to cere for them at
the City Farm house.
Abthob B. Mitch ill.

Johnson handed the young man
a check he had written.
"Now, listen here. Curt” he said
sharply. Curtis knew the tone and
hearkened attentively. “This Is an order. and If It Isn't carried out to the
Johnson’s gray
letter I’ll fire you."
eyes softened as he continued: “Curt
a fix.
you have put your good self In
Bully John's daughter Is too proud to
stand for what you have Just done.
Don’t I know the girl? Now. boy. you
go over to the bank and stop that fooi
deal you Just made. Now, you listen
to me!" as Curtis made a gesture of
protest “Listen to sense, will you,
You
even If you are In love!
glover
to the bank and do as 1 say. Then you
come back here with that abominable
Ill
And then It's my move.
note.
more.

proposition.

best friend."
He turned to his daughter, smiling
grimly. The girl placed the piece of
paper she had been bolding In his
hands.
Too
“Come along with me. dearie.
do not have to ask Grace Marten or
any one else to pay that note. All you
heed do Is to go over to the bank and
pay It. But as my check Is not certified and, besides, you have never been
Inside of a real commercial bank I’ll go
with you If you will let me."
Edna rewarded her father with a
grateful bug and kiss, and they
traversed the outer offices. Glen Johnaccompanied by his daughter,
son.
walked authoritatively up to the note

if You Are Losing Weight
and your nerves are in bad condition,

food and

sentimental

a

So he bad carefully planned It all,
had presented Edna with the check
and an admonition to Invest It as she
•aw fit, and then dexterously apprised
her of Marten’s Indebtedness to him
and the Inevitable consequences of a
failure to meet the note the next day.
Johnson only heard of the miscarriage of his plan at about 2 o'clock
Returning to his prithat afternoon.
vate office from luncheon at that hour,
be found bis daughter on the verge ol
tsars, with the check In her hand.
“Oh. papa, Grace won’t take the
check, won't let me help her—me, uer

more

•

expression

Johnson would gladly hare paid the
five thousand himself, but was afraid
of that man Curtis. After twelve years
of patient work to make a real business man out of his young confidential man Johnson did not dare to make

throat, difficult breathing or disagreeable nasal discharges. Do not let the
disease become deep-seated for it

It’s no bother to use Hyomei. Simply put a few drops of the liquid into
the inhaler, that comes with every
complete outfit, and breathe it. You

gave way to a triumphant
grin at sight of the changed countenance of his chief, for the good, old
fighting gleam shone In those eyes once

Please
won’t take It
make her take It Mr. Thran."
"Please, Mr. Thran,” now came appealingly from the other girt, “please
do not try to make me do this thing.
God knows I appreciate Edna’s motives,
and I love her all the more for her
kindly Intentions. But I cannot take
this money from her.”
“Edna." be said very tenderly, “you
are a very kind, dear girl, and I am
proud to know you. But you do not
understand, my dear. I am truly very
sony for both of you.”

—Grace—she

good health

It is the medicinal, tissue building elements of the cod's livers, aided by the

often

day?”

The smile on the confidential young
man’s face was serene.
"I’ve been at the bank, Mr. Johnson,”
ho said calmly. "1 went there for the
purpose of paying the Marden note.”
“And you paid It?”
“1 paid It”
"You paid It” repeated Johnson,
riled by the other's nonchalance. “We
know you paid It but why? You—In
heaven’s name; Why did you pay It?
There is something behind all this,
and I want to know It”
"There Is a great deal behind It Mr.
Johnson," admitted Curtis cheerfully.
“My life’s happiness Is behind It.
Grace Marden has promised to become
pleaded tremulously.
my wife."
Mr. Thran re-entered his sanctum
“And you thought you would do a
only to find that his troubles bad just very wise thing by paying her father’s
His young stenographer was note?” demanded Johnson.
begun.
huddled In her chair disturbingly near
“I thought so,” replied the young
the verge of tears.
the slightest note of
man with Just
"I can't do a thing with her, Mr. j doubt in his voice.
The elder man
“I do
Thrau," began Edna fiercely.
turned abruptly to his desk.
wish you would make her do It; I
“1 am sure," soothed his daughter,
can't."
“that you are to be congratulated, Mr
“What la It, Edna?" be Inquired, with Curtis. And your paying the note was
real concern.
a very noble act”
"The whole thing In a nutshell la
“Thank you.” replied Curtis sheepthis: Mr. Marden, this foolish girl's faishly as he took the dainty hand she
ther, owea pupa $5,000, and If It Isn’t had extended.
paid before 3 o’clock today papa says
Ungallantly and ungratefully, he
be will foreclose the mortgage or some- wished the radiant young woman
with
him
appreciation
thing, and Grace and Uncle Bully John showering
Marden will be homeless. Now, I was would suffer him to get away or—bettwenty-one yesterday, and papa gare ter yet—would depart herself and leave
me a check for $5,000 as a birthday
him to have it out with her Imperious,
gift 1 was so happy about It, know- heartless father alone.
But suddenly Johnson rose to his
ing that It would Just cover the amount
The young assistant's worried
Uncle John owes papa, and now Grace feet

NOTHING BETTER
FOR WEAK WOMEN

Nervous, weak, tired,

"Hear anything about the Marden
note?” asked Johnson leadtngly.
“Tea, air,” replied Curtla dryly. "The
note has been paid.”
“Oh, It has, has It?” asked the chief
sarcas'loally. “How do you know that
since you haven’t been to the back to-

i

{

write Marden a letter, agreeing to extend that Infernal Dote of his another
I’ll tell him—er—anyfour months.
thing—changed my mind or something.
Well never mind what I tell him;
that's none of your business nor,"
turning to his daughter, who had
laughed audibly, “any of yours either,
That saves the girl’s pride
madam.
and relieves the old man’s anxiety.
Now, listen to me. you two—two—well
never mind!" for Edna had laughed irreverently again. “I want you to know
I pay the $5.000—do you
this much.
I—Glenwlsb Johnson—and
get that?
no other living man. or woman either!
Now. Curt, scoot!"
Curtis having “scooted." father and
daughter faced each other with a new
and better understanding.
“I am so proud of you,” she murmured. Glen Johnson caught the tears
tn her voice even before he saw them
on her cheeks.
“You mustn’t cry about It girlie.” he
•aid tenderly.
But she did cry about It while her
happy father held her very close to his
breast for he knew that every tear she
abed was a token of her new love and
reverence for himself.

COUNTY

NEWS.

Frederick, aged thirteen years, son of
Mrs. Charles Gardner, of Machias, died

BROOKLIN.

George

Holden and

wife

are

home from

Massachusetts.

Thursday
on

Bupt. Qriodle

annoancea that
achoola
open March 22.
Edward Morgan and Cbarlea Blake have
returned from Brattleboro Vt.

will

Cbarlea Parker

has moved hia

family

into Capt. K. C. Stewart’s house.
Mias Liva Tibbetts, of Boston, is visiting her father, Capt. Joseph Tibbetts.
The

K1TTERY TO CARIBOU.

injuries received by a fall
day before. His mother, a

from

the ice the

TO*

widow, who had been an invalid several
months, died three hours before him.

i

United Btates Commissioner Frank G.
on Thursday issued a warrant
for the arrest of Werner Hern, who at-

Farrington

tempted to destroy the international railroad bridge at Vance boro. The issuance
was based on indictments
returned at Boston charging the illegal
transportation of dynamite. Horn will
be arrested on his release from the jail at
Machias.

of the warrant

cottage of the late Thomas
Arlington, Mass., bas been sold
to Mrs. Moore, of Lynn, Mass.
The community was shocked by the
SEAWALL.
death of Miss Dorothy Dodge, of WashMrs. Hubert Farnsworth and daughter,
ington, D. C., who was killed by a fall
from a third-story window. Miss Dodge of Ayer’s Junction, and Mrs. Meda Brown
are visiting at Edgar Newman's.
had been coming to Haven many summers
Mar. 1.
D.
summer

Tolcott,

of

with her parents, and had many friends
here.
Mar. 1.
Unk Femme.
H. S. Kane bas opened his clam factory.
C. Stewart, of Jonesport, is visiting hia son Fred.

Capt. R.

Everett Kane, of Addision, is in town,
called here by the severe illness of hia
mother.
The camp owned by John Firth and C.
C. Cousins, at Naskeag, was burned last
week, with contents. Mr. Firth’s furniture

was

there,

stored

family

while his

is

out of town.

Capt. Enos Was gate, of East Boston,
died March 5, at the age of ninety-five
years and ten days. For many years Capt.
Waagate had been coming to Brooklin in
the summer. He married Catherine Flye,
of Brooklin, who died nearly ten years
ago. To them were born three children,
all of whom have passed away.
Capt.
Waagate leaves only one grandson—
Harold Waagate, of Everett.
March 8.
Use Femme.

Newman had his foot hurt quite
a cart passing over it.
Mrs. Hubert Farnsworth and daughter
are visiting at Northeast Harbor.
Rodney Newman, who has spent the
winter in Cambridge, Mass., is home.
H. G. LaCount arrived Saturday from
Rockland and returned to his home in
West Tremont. He was accompanied by
his mother, Mrs. Sadie LaCount, who has
been visiting her sister, Mrs. Fanny
Soul is

badly by

Moore.

T. E. D.

March 8.

FRANKLIN ROAD.
Daniel and John W. McKay went to
Winter Harbor Sunday, to attend the
funeral of their brother, George McKay.
MissZelma Walker and Charles M. Martin were married in Ellsworth Feb. 27.
Their many friends wish them happiness.
The many friends here of George Mcof Winter Harbor, were saddened to
hear of his death. He was ill only about a
week. Mr. McKay was a former resident
of this place, and all of his children were
born here. He leaves a wife, four sons,
three daughters, two brothers and two

Kay,

sisters.

M.

March 8.

IN

WOMEN

Rheuma Drives It from the System
and Eliminates Rheumatism.
Ever since Rheums has been sold in this
vicinity, the sale of this marvelous rheumatism remedy
has been steadily on
the increase. This is due to the fact that
Rheuma is guaranteed to eliminate rheumatism or money bade.
It is a quick acting remedy, too. You
do not have to wait a long time for results. Rbeuma starts at once to act on the
kidneys, liver, bowels and blood, and before 24 hours the poisonous uric acid, the
chief cause of rheumatism, has begun to
pass out of the body through the regular
channels. It is also good for gout and

neuralgia.

One 50-oent bottle will prove to any
rheumatic sufferer that Rheuma surely
will cure rheumatism. Sold by Q. A. Parcher and all druggists.

BUSINESS.

About Work Doesn’t Pay In tho
Long Run.

Worry

Uric Acid Poison
Undermines Health

Children Cry for Fletcher’s

Business women frequently allow
their responsibilities to weigh too heavily upon them. They (lo not forget
their cares, but take them home, discuss them at the dinner table, take
them to bed and once more they are
heard at the breakfast table.
It Is small wonder that business
eventually drives them and the family
to the point of tense nerves and much

unhappiness.
The brain should not be robbed of Its
peace, especially at night, for nothing
wears off Its finer edge more quickly
than worry, which naturally encourages Insomnia.
Every effort should be made to Indulge in outdoor diversions, active and
passive, so as to suit one's needs and

The Kind Yon Have Always Bought, and which has been
in use for over 30 years, has borne the signature of
and has been made under his perrs
ssonal supervision since its infancy.
V+uzf-7% /-CcccJuM Allow no one to deceive you in this.
All Counterfeits, Imitations and “ Just-as-good ” are bat
Experiments that trifle with and endanger the health of
Infants and Children—Experience against Experiment.

moods.

What is CASTORIA

Long hours of office work and household labor shoud be followed by periods
of play, mental or physical relaxation,
which serve as a balance wheel. Depression Is sometimes due to too little
physical exercise. Few people suffer
from fatigue where the circulation Is
normally active.
Curo Insomnia.
Trying
The Immediate cause of insomnia la
the presence of too much blood in the
brain. The feet go to sleep first, so
use a hot water bag or a soapstone
first of all to see if you cannot draw
the blood to the extremities or soak
the feet In hot mustard water Just before retiring, but 70a must not do this
too often.
If very nervous pal a mustard plaster at the back of the neck. The little
ones already prepared and sold at the
drug store for 5 cents each are nice
fOr this purpose. One of the simplest
and usually an effective method Is to
place a hot water bottle on the stomach. Never use drugs. They deaden,
but do not heal.

Castoria is a harmless substitute for Castor Oil, Paregoric, Props and Soothing Syrups. It is pleasant. It
contains neither Opium, Morphine nor other .Narcotie
substance. Its age is its guarantee, it destroys Worms
For more than thirty years it
and allays Feverishness.
has been in constant use for the relief of Constipation,
Flatulency, Wind Colic, all Teething Troubles and
Diarrhoea.
It regulates the Stomach and Bowels,
assimilates the Food, giving healthy and natural sleep.
The Children’s Panacea—The Mother’s Friend.

to

been regarded
tion.

as

a

legitimate opera-

Try to We*r Oat. Yoar Cold, It
Will Wear You Ont Instead
Thousands keep on suffering Coughs and
Colds through neglect and delay. Why make
yourself an easy prey to serious ailments and
epidemics as the result of a neglected Cold?
Coughs aud Colds sap your strength and vitality Unless checked in the early stages. Dr.
King's New Discovery is what you need—the
first dose helps.
Your head clears up. you
breathe freely and you feel so mueh better.
Buy a bottle to-day and start taking at once.
No Die

to

anbrrttaniumtB,

The Kind You Have Always Bought
THE CtHTAUW COM PANY.

DeSome symptoms of worms are:
ranged stomach, swollen upper lip, sour
tongue, offensive breath, hard and full
belly, with occasional gripings and pains
navel, pale race or
leaden tint, eyes heavy. and
dull, twitching eyelids, itching of the rectum, short, dry

about the

cough, grinding of the teeth,
little red points sticking out
on
ton*uei starting during

Trace Mark
fever.
If you have tbe least suspicion that your
child is troubled with stomach worms or

sleep, alow

bottle of

hesitate—get
Bin-worms,
True’s Elixir. This remedy has been
father discr -red
don’t

NEW YOWK

CITY.

Fresh Tobacco Never Bites;
Dry, Cut-up Tobacco Does
Real tobacco flavor depends upon the leaf being preserved in its natural state, possible only by pressing the
leaves into plug form and keeping it in by covering it
with a natural leaf wrapper. The natural flavor and
strength of tobacco escape when cut or granulated.
Take a Plug of Sickle that is even thoroughly dried out
that when you whittle it off it crumbles into dust, but it
will bum and smoke smooth and cool as it has all of its original tobacco flavor preserved, unevaporated in Plug Form.

so

Worms Make Children Peevish.

a

T.

the market since my
Pat your child on
it over BO years ago,
the way to good health
by using Dr.
True’s Elixir, the Family Laxative and
Good for adults also.
Worm Expeller.
At all dealers; 35c, 60c and |1. Advice free.
on

ALWAYS

In Use For Over 30 Years

Transfusion of Blood.
The earliest case of the transfusion
of blood from the veins of one person
to those of another on record so far as
we know Is that of Pope Innocent
VIII., who Is said to have been successfully operated on in April, 1482.
In 1667 the operation was performed
both In France and England, apparently with success, bat It again fell Into
obdlvlon till 1824, when Dr. Blundell In
his “Researches" proved the feasibility
of the process. Since that time It has

CASTORIA

GENUINE

'

Whittling

a

3 Ounces

is little trouble, amply repaid
quantity. Try this experiment and

pipeful

in both quality and
judge for yourself.

Slice It

as

use

it

TOW* MKRTINGS.

STATIC SO LONS.

2lmeruan

$t)e (Ellsroortf)

Officers F.lfftel for the \>«r la Hsicock County Towns.

Legislative News of Interest to Hancock County Readers.
Severs! Hancock county highway and

* LOCAL AND POLITICAL JOURNAL
FOBLISHXD
VERY WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON

SUIAIVAM.

Moderator, W M Pettee; clerk, P A
AT
Noyes; selectmen snd assessors, W B
ELLSWORTH, MAINE.
Blaisdell, James Scott, £ A Hanna; treasBT THB
urer, W L Carpenter, Jr.; collector, Pearl
solve for work on Garland’s hill, MariaCO
PUBLISHING
HANCOCK COUNTY
ville; resolve in favor of towns of Penob- Tripp.
Total appropriations, fl0 600.
W. H. Trrcs, Editor And M»n»frer.
scot and Castine; resolve in favor of Goose
MOUNT DESERT.
lor "la Falls bridge, BrookavilLe; and resolve for
SBOBcrlptlon Price—>2.00 k.vear, SI.00 If
pBU repair of Mt. Desert toll-bridge when
months; 30 cents for three months;
Moderator, Melville L Allen; clerk,
cents
38
ami
strictly in advance, 41 30, 75
made a free bridge. The resolve to pro- Lvman U Somes; selectmen and assessors,
respectively. Single copies 5 cents. All arrearages are reckoned at the rate of $2 per vide for the purchase of the toll-bridge by Ernest A Atwood, Fred H Parker, Orrin A
year.
the towns, however, was reported favorDonnell; treasurer and collector, Merritt
Advertising Rates—Are reasonable and will be
ably. The resolve in favor of the Chick T. Ober.
made known on application.
rehill road, in Amherst and Clifton, was
Total appropriations, f49,487
Business communications should be addressed
ported favorably.
to, and all checks and money orders made pay
CRANBERRY ISLES.
Pdbliobibo
Courrr
Hancock
Tub
aole to
The Egypt bay smelt bill met with
Co, R1 Is worth. Maine.
Moderator, Leslie« R Banker; clerk.
rough weather in the House Thursday,
W Bulger; selectmen and asses*
when Rep. Holt, of Goulds boro, moved (Jeorge
This week's edition of Tfce indefinite
sors, Frank E Stanley, Warren A Sparling,
postponement of the committee
Andrew E Stanley; treasurer, George W
American is 2,450 copies.
report, “ought to pass,” and Rep. Ricker,
Charles E Stanley.
of Castine, clinched the nail by later mov- Bulger; collector,
Total appropriations, |4,8G0.
11,500 ing to reconsider this motion, the
Average per week for 1914,
by the wayside, being
reported adversely by committee last
Wednesday. Among these were the re-

bridge resolves

motion

WEDNESDAY,

MARCH 10, 1915.
seem

mittee

open the roads
town
to

stating that Dr. A. C. Hagerthy was the only man who had been
honored by the people of Ellsworth

by being elected mayor seven times.
The late James F. Davis was elected
mayor of Ellsworth seven times—
1890 and

1891.
_

After two years of almost continthe sixty-third Conuous session,

supply

Thursday. Two
the postoffloe

—

bills—failed in the

final legislative crush after desperate
efforts had been made to save them.
In the emergency occasioned by their |\
failure, joint resolutions were passed |1\
and

signed by

ing

in force

the President continuappropriations of the

present year.

Mayor Hagerthy,
the

board

of

in bis message to

aldermen

Monday,
subject which should
meet
with hearty approval of the
people of Ellsworth. He urged a
special appropriation to advertise the
broached

one

attractions of EllaWorth for summer
people. The suggestion made by

Mayor Hagerthy

pass”.

*

prohibit the shooting of wild

EDEN.

|

Freeh eggs, dot.....
Fowl, a.
Chicken*, a.

MISS LATBA HILL.

Wright's work*.
Nearly everyone ie familiar with the
character* in “TheShepherd of the Hill*”.
They are people out of the ordinary run of
life, people in whoae vein* run good, rich,
red blood. They do things in a natural
human way; they love and hate with deep

FRANKLIN.

Fred Orcutt is borne from Aroostook
county lor a montb.

the National House

Fickett in Ellsworth last week.

tives on

Senate

Representa-

Sunday, Feb. 21, and in
the following Sunday.

on

the
The

ing.

where sbe has been

teaching.

resolutions in the House were preMrs. Elizabeth Fraser Linscott and son,
sented by Congressman Peters, who of Washington Junction, are visiting here.
paid eloquent tribute to Congressman
Mrs. Jesse Bunker returned Saturday
Goodwin. He was followed by Con- from Bangor, where she had been for medigressmen Guernsey and Hinds. In cal treatment.
the Senate the speakers were SenaThe spring term of high school commenced Monday, with Mr. Stevens, of
tors Johnson and Burleigh.

H P A Spofford; collector, D W Torrey:
commissioners, C T Powers and G W

road

Daria.

Total appropriations ,(B,4B3.
Sarah, widow of Charles T. Bunker, died
DEDHAM.
Sbe
is
survived
Saturdsy.
by two eons—
Moderator, E W Burrill; olerk, L F
Hal C. and Eugene 8.; also by four sisters
selectmen and assessors, G W
—Mrs. Mary Crossley and Mrs. Adelaide Burrill;
C I Merrill, £ F Burrill; treasBrewster,
Dunn, residing here; Mrs. Maria Guptill, urer and
SOUTH PENOBSCOT.
E W Burrill.
collector,
of Gouldsboro,
and
Mrs.
Elizabeth
Henry Grey end wife, of Northfield Vt.,
Total appropriations, (2,708.98.
of
1 Coombs,
Prospect Harbor. Mrs. Bunaxe visiting hie parents, Charles Gray and
HANCOCK.

Brewer the republican ticket
elected without opposition.

was

ker,

■wife.

Clifton Wescott and family, of Ialeeboro, have moved into the house formerly
occupied by his mother, Mrs. Maria Wescott.

Tuesday evening, March 2, the comedy

a

moat estimable

woman, had been in

the past year.
March 8.

Moderator, O W Foss; clerk, O L Crabtree; selectmen and assessors. Ivory H
Foes, A E Crabtree, Geo B Bridges; treasurer, A B Crabtree; collector. Geo L
Stewart.
Total appropriations, (5,590.

ill health

B.

DEER ISLE.

Capt. John Annie,
Conn., it in town.

of

New London,

lfgOO
15
15
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subscriber. William Roscoe Thayer*
of the city of Cambridge, countj of
THE
Middlesex, commonwealth of

Maasachusetts,
hereby gfeee notice that he has been duly
appointed executor of the last will and testameat of
MARY O. H. LONQ8TRBTH. late of the
city and coanty of PHILADELPHIA,
commowwealth of Pennsylvania, deceased; no
boods being required oy the terms of said
will; and that he baa appointed Edward B.
Mears. of » Mount Desert street. In th
of Eden, county of Hancock and State of
Maine, os his agent within the said State of
Maine. All persops having demands against
the estate of said deceased are desired to present the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are request d to make payment immediately. (Hgd) William Roscoa Tasrsa.
Feb* aary *7. \p\b.

March 2. a email open-face
watch between Jail-house and coart
Finder
leave at The Ahbbic an

March 5, string of glass beads
Finder will be rewarded by leaving at
The Ambmican office.

BEADS—On

JFox Sait,
■*

-V--,

-V

Wm. Oke or John Meader place, socalled, on the east side Sorry Hoad, in
Ellsworth. Maine, consisting of about fifteen
acres of land and good dwelling bouse and
outbuildings. For particulars inquire of
Fbkd L. Mason, Ellsworth. Maine, or John H.
Danpohth, Foacroft, Maine.

THE

subscriber

hereby uvea
be has been duly appointed
TUB
trator of the estate of

subscriber
rpHE
he has been
L

outfits;
p complete. #*6:
4 b h.
h p. #15)
WOOD
tllC; 6 h. p. $128;
Guaranteed five
28 inch
3 h

6

p

years.
Other sixes in proportion.
trial. Tborndikb Machine

saw

#5

trator

50.

Co 2,rt.

EHantrt.

LADIES

gentleman living in Ellsworth
would like board In private family. If
necessary, will take dinners out. Address T.,
care Bllswobtb Amebican.

BOARD—A

/

in Boston.
to

/^kLD U. S. A. Coins, that are in good con*
V/ dition; half oents and cents, from 1799 to
1867. Highest market prices paid.
J. W.
Chase. Ellsworth. Me.

Bethel,

Mrs. A. W. Eastman baa.returned to her
Fairview, Mont.

for work
MAN—Middle-ased
Mrs.
year around.
Apply
West
P.
man

home in

Lewis Grindle has purchased the AddiParker house, and will move there at

son

once.

Mrs. Richard Gray, who is in Bangor for
treatment, ia reported as doing

medical
as

well

as can

be

D.

j

4.

Ellsworth.

RENT—In
no

George
chased

Thomas

a

William Mason hare purlot of land on Main street of
J. Weecott, and will build a

moving-picture
March 8.

house.

H.

good

O.

farm
8. C.

address. R. P.

v

location,

office

expected.

and

Hancock;

by May 1. furnished bouse preferred. Small family;
children. Address W-44, care Ambeioam

hereby gives notice that
duly appointed adminis-

of

HAMILTON, late of ELLS-

j

DETROIT EIRE * HAK1NK IN*. CO.
M SHHUBT STnUHT, DHTBOtT, MtCBlOAH.
ASSETS DEC. SI. 1914.
Reel MUte,
$ ISO.713 26
Mortgage loan*.
887,7*3 a
Collateral loans.
IS.400 00
Stock* and bonds.
9624*56
Cash in office and bank.
1C7-W1 M
121,<75 98
Agents* balances.
Interest and rents.
0.4:5 n
All other
411 a
Gross assets.

Deduct items not admitted.
*374,403 74
assets,
LIABILITIES DEC. n, i»i4.
Net an paid looses.
64.101 n
Unearned premiums.
«M*3 Sft
All other liabilities.
7.7U0 04
Cash capital,
600.000 00
Snrplas over all liabilities,
1,032,737 1§
Admitted

Total

ANNUAL MEETING.
annual meeting of the stockholders of
(he Hancock County Agricultural Society of Bluehlll, will be held at the town hall
in Bluehlll on Thursday, Msrcb 11. lftift,
at 2 o’clock p. m. to act upon the following
business, to wit: To hear report of officers, to
elect a board of directots, and to transact
any
other business legally brought before said

THE

meeting.
A large attendance is desired.
Fbahe P- Merrill, President.
Bluehlll, Me.. March 2,1916.

1,274,403 75

liabilities and surplus,
WM.

E.

WHITING. Agent.
ELLSWORTH, MB.

MICHIGAN

&pcrial Kotlffft.

Harvey and

Miss Mary Curtis are in'
town, called by tbe illness of their father,
David Curtis. Mr. Curtis ia improving.

on

to

Thobsbn.

estate

WORTH.
In the coanty of Hancock. Meceastd. and
All pergiven Kohds os the law directs
sons
having demands against the estats
of said deceased are desired td present
the same for settlement, and ail indebted
thereto are requested to make payment ImPaai> L. Mason.
mediately.
March 9,1915.

Moore’* drag store, vacated
by Dr. Gibbs. Hot water heat and toilet.
Apply to E. G. Moo be. Ellsworth.

—With a few samples of boeierj
wnich we furnish you. you can easily
earn a beautiful pair of $4.00 shoes.
Option
of premium or 3ft per cent, commission.
Orders delivered free. Satisfaction guaranteed. Send postal for full particulars. Bar
Statu Hosibut Co. Inc., Lynn. Mass.

of the

DANIEL B/

Thirty days' free
Co., Portland. Me.

over

OFFICES

that
adminis-

notice

LYDIA J. COBB, late of BUCKSPORT.
In the county of Hancock, deceased, and
Alt pergiven bonda os the law directs
sona
having demands against the estate
of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, and all indebud
thereto sre requested to mate payment ImHxasaar 8. Cobb.
mediately.
March 2. 191S.

Fl'RNITl’RE

SAW

^

STATS or
Cocjrnr or Hancock so.
To Rath M. Thorn a*, now comaorunt of the
city, county and iut« of Now York. form,
ortr of Kden. Hancock county, Maine.
Roth M. Thorn**, on tbs
seventh 4a* of September ion, mortf▼
KOKod to Fred WtUon of Kden. Hancock
county. Mat no, one upright Welser Bros,
ntano, dark finish ease, and now beta* at the
home of George H. Problo, Bden street. Bar
Harbor. Maine, to oecure payment of fifty
dollars, which mortgage (security rote) !• re*
corded !n the town records of the town of
Bden. book 25. page 1ST: and whereas tie cos*
dltionaof said mortgage (security note) hare
been broken, now. therefore, notice is
hereby
given of my intention
to foreclose said
mortgage (security note) for breach of it*
conditions.
Paxo Watson.
Bar Harbor, Me.. March I. 19ift.

\1THKRRA8

SAgtO
lag*

WATCH^-Onplease

treasurer, 8 R Hutchins.
Total appropriations, f6,690.

of George U. Dyer.
Mrs. Hopof our bright town girls. Good
wishes are extended to the happy couple.

00§06
45g06

PASS

Moderator, I R Saunders, clerk, E O
Sugden; selectmen and assessors, E O
Sugden, Geo F Keyes, Geo A White;

one

Tea, a.
Molasses, gal.

Etgal IfotOB.
MAINE?

Of

—Having nought all furniture
of Hotel Bluffs, Mt. Desert Ferry. 1 am
offering it at great bargains, private sale.
May be seen at 4. H. Mscomber's, cor.
Franklin and Pine streets. Telephone either
54-6 or 69 2 for information. Frank R. Moose,
Ellsworth.

opposition. Augusts, UJa Miller.
Schools will open March 22.
DEES ISLE.
after five years of democratic oontrol,
James B. Bettel and wife are
Moderator, E A Greene; clerk, A B HasMiss Charlotte MacombefThd Clarence
carried
was
by the republicans. In
of Town Hill, were married Sat- kell; selectmen and assessors, 8 F Torrey,
Hopkins,
George W. Abbott has gone
Belfast the republicans are in full oonurday evening by Rev. W. H. Dunham, at J W Blsck, T H Thompson; treasurer, Vt., to work.
trol for the first
kins is

00 gas

10

BOOK No. 837 issued by savings department of the Burrtll National Bank.
Finder will please leave Mine at the bank.
Edwaed F. Shall, cashier.

O ELAND.

the home

Of

Holt.

Belfast, principal.
VERONA.
Mias Leah Tracey, who has been in
Elections were held in five Maine
Moderator, C N Curtis, clerk, A H and evening, ia a drama of love and war,
cities Monday.
In Bangor, Frank Massachusetts during the winter, is with Whitmore; selectmen and assessors, R £ which carries the audience from I be wilde
Mrs. Percy Homer.
Grevy, W A Delano, Ralph Hopkins ;treas- of western United States to the PhilipRobinson, democrat, /was elected
R W Delano; collector, Zebby pine ialande.
Mrs. Fred Gordon is home from Dor- urer,
mayor, with a republican city government. In Biddeford the democratic chester, Maas., where she has been for Heath, l
BLU EH1LL.
several weeks with her daughter, Mrs.
Total appropriations, (1,000.
}
ticket had no

time in nine years,
the democrats making no nominations
because of a break in the party owing
to a post-office
appointment. In

FEW STAPLES.

FLOUR, FEED AND GRAIN.

Moderator, N L Heath, clerk, A P
Leach; selectmen and assessors, M C DevHomer Lowell;
ereux, W M Sellers,
treasurer, M A Ward well; collector, I W
Bowden. Total appropriations, f7,218.33,

Miss Frances Dyer is borne from Whit-

THE

MEATS AND PROVISIONS.

Moderator, O L Tapley; clerk, George H
Tapiey; selectmen and assessors, Fred J
Miss Helene Phillips
returned from Perkins, J L Stover, Everett LGray; treasurer and collector, Wm H Stover; street
Cherryfield Saturday.
Hollister Limeburner, Benj
commissioners,
baa
recovered from a
Ejdward Brasdon
Black, S Condon. Total appropriations,
Memorial exercises for Congress- severe attack of tonsilitis.
*5,860.
man Forrest Goodwin were held in
Miss Hilda Blaisdell visited Mrs. E. E.
PENOBSCOT.
of

AND SHORR PISHKKIFs,
Committee on Sea and Shore Puherla.
will ele. a public hearing In Ite room at
tbe State hone., la Auguata,
THURSDAY. MARCH II. mint] pm.
No m. An act to amend lec. 44. of chap tl
of tbe leelaad atalutee aa amended br ebao
M. *0. and *t of tb. public lawa of tjo. „
further amended be chap. It. K. IU and la of
tb. public law* ot ISO?, further amrndrd he
chap US of tbe public law. of IMS relatu.to
tb. talrl og of nuelte.

00
1®
*>

Suffer, granulated, a.
powdered.
yellow.
Coffee, a.

bouse.

Ptaacn. Secretary.

■RA

03

Beef, a.
Veal, a.
Lamb, a.
Galt pork, a.
Lard, a.

BROOKBVILLE.

is especially timely,
the coming summer promises to
bring to Maine more people than ever
before in its history.

as

Laosaao A.

*fio

FRUIT.

Oats,

w

THURSDAY. MARCH II. ISIS. at I p m.
No. IIS. An act In taeor of llcenelne opera.
tore of motor T.blel*. or automobllee In tk.
town of Eden.

«
W

..

Flour, bbl.
fancy brands, bbl.
Corn, bag,(wnole, cracked or meal,
Shorts, mixed feed and middlings,

Hut!

THURSDAY. MARCH II. IMS. »t J p.
No. •*. An net to nro.nd cb.p 7, of tk.
prlT.tr nod .peel a! law* ot IBM relation to tk.
B.r Harbor mnolclpnl court.
No. tn. An act to nnthorle. tb. town m
Eden to own and maintain and operate u
**
electric lltchtlnff plant.

SOgOO
Lemons, doi
2&#45
Oranges, dot.
Apples, bbl.... tl 25• l.W
A

will el*.
.1 the

MnnlS*

®fc.

Squash.....
Turnips.
Parsnips, a.
Cranberries, qt.
Celery, bn neb.

room

WEDNESDAY MARCH l». ISIS. ,ti.
No. n
Heaolee to nmrnd article n of tk.
con.tltntion r.intlnc to IlmIUtlon ol
’•■mid.
pnl Iodebtadneaa.
No. m. An act to permit lb. dtiren,
of
Mr in. to npm their dnlr..
refardlneco.;
ntlto tlonnl proeiilona.

••

Potatoes, bn.
Beets, a.
Carrots, a.>.
Cabbage, a.
Onions, a.

Judiciary

In iu

on

VEGETABLES.

author's book* hive bid anything like
the eile tbit hie been accorded io Mr.

on

T'HF.
public hearinc
Bonn, In Aunueta,

2* gift
$1SJ10||15J0

Hay, loose, ton.

Moderator, Horatio D. Wakefield; clerk,
aud birds on Hancock Point has
W H Sherman; selectmen, Jalian Emery,
reported “ought not to pass”. The
H A Lawford, Charles 8 Green, Joseph A
same report has been made on the resolve
Stevens, Max Franklir, George B Dorr, passion.
in favor of screening Jones pond, GouldsErnesto Q Fabbri; treasurer and collector,
In making a play bf bl* novel, Mr.
boro, and the resolve in favor of Verona
Charles F Paine; street commissioner, J Wright, with the asaiatance of Elsbery W.
bridge.
H Butterfield.
Reynolds, has retained all the dramatic
NOTES.
Total appropriations $150,875.01.
momenta of the story and enlarged upon
Senator Chatto’s till for a near State
BLUKHILL
the character of “Preachin' Bill", making
prison was defeated in the Senate 1’bursModerator, Forrest B. Snow; clerk, a character of him that will be long reday, when the minority report, “ought Walter E Stover; selectmen, assessors, membered by theatre-goer*. Naturally
not to pass,'’ was adopted by a vote of Austin T Stevens, Willia H
Osgood, Fred the love between “Sammy Lane” and
17 to 12. Senator Chatto put up a good S Hinckley; treasurer, J E Stanley; col- “Young Matt” is the pivot upon which
fight and showed clearly the need of a lector, Charles A Snow.
the play revolve*.
new prison, but the abandonment of the
Total appropriations $12,792.
Occasionally some play strikea a note
inat
which
the
bill
Thomaston,
prison
BUCK SPORT.
that rings out clear and true in the midst
and
additional
first
the
volved,
large
cost,
Moderator, W C Conary; clerk, Harry of the commonplace, and impresses its
were obstacles too great to be overcome.
H Carley; selectmen and assessors, Albert auditor* with the thought that it was
The bill for extensive repairs on the pres- A Lowell, Albert H Eldridge, S W Davis; written not for gain, not for pastime
ent building will doubtless go through.
treasurer, Albert F Page; collector, Harry but because some man bad something to
The bill for a four-years close time on HCarley; street commissioner, board of say to other mao and be took this means
bull moose has met with opposition, but selectmen.
of expression.* “The Shepherd of the
seems to have votes enough
behind it to
Total appropriations, $24,221 50.
Not tor a
Hill” is this kind of a play.
put it through.
SOUTHWEST HARBOR.
long time has a play of such high das*
The direct primary law is safe for
Moderator, George Harmon; clerk, visited Ellsworth.
awhile, the House Friday hilling the bill Arthur LSome®; selectmen and assessors,
At the Strand.
to repeal it by a vote of 97 to 32.
The bill George R Fuller, Sumner N Spur ling,
“Across the Pacific,” the five-act phototo change the date of State elections from Donald K Mayo; treasurer, Arthur L
play which will be presented at the Strand
September to November was disposed of Somes; collector, James A Freeman.
Total appropriations, ft*.706.
picture theatre next Saturday afternoon
by the Honse Thursday, by a vote of 76 to
63 to accept the minority report, “ought
BURBY.
not to pass.”
Moderator, A L Morgan; clerk, E N OsThe hearing on the bill to give the su- good; selectmen and assessors, G E CousM A Gasper, L F Treworgy; treasurer
preme court in Knox county jurisdiction ins,
and collector, E D Smith. Total approover the towns of Swan's Island, Deer Isle,
Stonington and Long Island plantation priations, |4,921.
la mo nr e.
has been reassigned for Thursday, March
Moderator, F L Hodgkins; clerk, El11.
wood M King; selectmen and assessors,
The bill to do away with the present
Rufus Hodgkins, Wilbur E Wallace, ClarState highway commission has been killed.
ence Smith; treasurer, El wood M King;
collector, Maynard H Young.
been

in

and Indian

part

animals

We are indebted to George F. Gogof New York, an Ellsworth
man, for calling oar attention to an

measures

the western

of the

JUDICIARY.
Committee

M§«0
■>$»
*!•

••

IF"

Irgiftlattbr Notices.

PRODUCE.

Creamery batter, a.
Dairy butter, R..

Ernest

reported unanimously “ought

The bill te

gins,

Important

was

on

COUNTRY

NONE BETTER MADE.
DESIRED

TERMS

An advance in tbe price of corn 10 oenta
a bag is the feature of tbe local market
this week. Other prices remain practically unchanged.
Following are retail prices:

OOULDSBORO.

Rice; clerk, J W
Moderator,
Noonan; selectmen and assessors, Frank
P Noyes, Chas L Tracy, Richard Bendiz;
treasurer, Leonard S Ray; collector, Asa T
Stevens.
Total appropriations, fl4,893.

IB8S

ELI*8 WORTH MARKETS.

E Grover, B T Bickford; treasurer, H E
Joy; collector, H E Joy.
Total appropriations, $9,270.50.

with the

report pending acceptance.
A divided report has been returned by
committee on the bill to throw Mt. Desert
wide open to automobiles.
The bill to

Mace now succeeds.

noon

non-concurrence

ESTABLISHED

GOODS ALWAYS HIGH GRADE.
EASY PAYMENT

Moderator, C H Davia; clerk, H E Joy;
selectmen and assessors. Dr J 8 Bragg, C

report
The Senate non-concurred in indefinite postponement, and tabled the

foreat commissioner. Mr. Mace held
this office under Gov. Plaisted, being
removed in 1913, when Gov. Haines
appointed Blaine 8. Vilea, whom Mr.

gress ended at

in

Old Reliable MUSIC STORE
OMnl art toil is tart** IMrt. trtnrWsi la tto Mask Dm tna i Ir art Haw t* a
Sheet Music and Music Hooka,
Motocrcles, Bicycles, Sewinr
Machine*. Victor and Edison Talking Machines, Typewriter*
Vacuum Cleaner*, Post Cards ol local views.

WINTER HARBOR.

lost.

House.

Frank E. Mace, of Aagaata, former
leader of the up-river democracy of
Hancock county, has been appointed
by Gov. OnrtiB as State land agent and

1869, 1870, 1879, 1880, 1883,

being

reached the Senate Thursday, Senator Scam mo n exerted himself to
save it, moving acceptance of the com-

oat.

error

reconsider

to

When the bill

to
indicate that we are not yet “ont of
But
Mexico”.
Secretary of State
Bryan has warned Americans to get

morning’s despatches

This

fell

StrfmtiKinmtB.

“The Shepherd of the Hill*.”
Harold Bell Wri*ht, the author of "The
Shepherd of the Hills”, which will be presentee at Hancock hall Monday evening:,
March 15, is conceded to be the most popnovelist.
No modern
ular American

EIRE A MARINE
DSTBOIT, MICHIGAN.
ASSETS DEC. 11. 1114.
Real estate,
Mortgage loans,
/
Stocks and bonds.
Cash in office and bank.
Agents' balances.
Interest and rents.
All othsr assets,

INS

CO.

1 69,648*

621) .90* 06
665 OCO 00
78,024 1«
112.167 10
19,030 91
100 00

Gross assets,
Deduct items not admitted

$1,629,771 51

Admitted —.ets,

$1,524 881 47

--

630

W

‘‘Country Folks”, was given at Bagadnce
STONINOTON.
Herbert Pickering cut his foot quite
LIABILITIES DEC. $1, 1914.
EAST ORLAND.
hall by home talent. Those in the cast badly in the woods
Net unpaid losses.
Moderator, John F West; clerk, E E
$69,634 «
Thursday.
E.
G.
Unearned
who
has
been
in
685,952 41
were:
Fred Mitchell, Bnc Clement, HerWiley,
premiums,
Garden
selectmen and assessors, F 8
All
Mrs. Edith Staples and Mrs. E. E. Crockett;;
Other
8J.7V9 80
liabilities,
UNITED STATES
postofflce. Ellsworth, Cash
bert Grindle, Bernice Varnum, Grace ConC C Thurlow, A E Spofford, treas- several weeks, ia home.
Small,
400.000 00
capital.
Maine,
office
of
March
of
custodian,
have been at Dr.
1, 1916.
Joyce,
Atlantic,
w
over
all
845.995
Surplus
Cheater
Florence
Mrs.
Sealed
liabilities,
James DeRocber le at home after
don,
Clement,
Staples, Small’s the
proposals will be leceived at this
urer, Frank £ Webb; collector, J F Snow.
past week.
building until 3 o’clock p. m April 3.1916,
an extended visit with her father in New
Percy Perkins, David Perkins, Effle
Total appropriations, (17,234AO.
and then opened, for furnishing electric cur- Total liabilities and surpiaa,
$1,524,361 57
Amos T. Small, one of the oldest citirent, water, ice, and miscellaneous supplies,
Smith, Elmore Roberta.
WM. R. WHITING. Agent.
Hampshire.
He retired
removing ashes and
zens, died at Sanset Friday.
towels
March 8.
L
BLL8WOBTB, MAINE.
Life Guards.
Mrs. Alioe Gibbs is at home from a visit the fiscal year endingwashing 80,1916. during
Sealed
Jtpie
in hia usual good health, and died durThe Life Guards are two rest meats of with her
proposals will also be received until 3 o’clock
daughter at Verona.
WEST SULLIVAN.
m.,
and
April
6,
then
1916,
ing bis sleep. Of a large family, he is cavalry forming part of the British household
46
p.
opened, for
Attmtiarauiue.
March 8.
tons anthracite coal and 3 cords wood.
M.
The
John Holmes has gone to Deer Isle to survived by one brother and one sis- troops. They are gallant soldiers, and every
right to reject any and all bids is reserved by
the
ter
British
heart
Walter
H.
is
of
Glouof
them.
loyal
Not
treasury
J.
W.
proud
department.
his
son.
Small,
visit
Nballet,
Dearness Cannot Be Cured
Oustodisn.
and Mrs. Elizabeth B.J only the King's household, but yours, ours,
by local applications, as they can cot reach
Hr. G. A. Phillips is about to open a ceater, Maas.,
of Stonington. Mr. Small was everybody’s should have iu life guards. The tbs diseased portions of the ear. There is
FiSeld,
Wmr. O. EMERY
dental offlce in Bangor.
one way to care deaf ueas, and that is
by
born March 17,1831, and married Sarah J. need of them is especially great when the only
constitutional remedies. Deafness is caused
greatest foes of life, diseases, find allies in
Miss Marjorie Springer and Miss Agnes
an
inflamed
condition
1851.
of
tbe
mucous
were
the
by
linRobbins, Sept. 26,
They
fTIHB subscriber hereby gives notice__
the very elements,as oolds, lufluenxa, catarrh, ing of the Eustachian Tube. When this
Holt have been visiting in Bangor.
parents of eleven children, nine of whom the grip, and pneumonia do in the stormy is inflamed you have a rumbling soundtube
or
The Golden Rnle society was enter- reached adult life and were married; two ; month of Mareh- The best
and when it is entirely
imperfect
hearing,
■LLtWOUTH, MAINS
way that pe know
FBBD L MUBCH, late of
deafness is the rssult, and unless
TBBNTON,
tained by Mrs. H. H. Havey Wednesday.
died young. He is survived by a widow of to guard against these diseases U to closed,
the Inflammation can be taken out and this in the county of Hancock,
•wrthM mUa
deceased, end ti,en
tkatruti
M.
March
and seven children, all of whom were strengthen the system w<th Hood's Sarsa- tube restored to its normal condition, hear- bonds ae the Inw directs. All pereon. baric,
and «•»••• fUrnlatiad •"•*»<> rt
8._
will be destroyed forever; nine cases out demand, uainst the estate of said
ing
of
all
deceased
life
at
the
funeral
parilla—the
greatest
It
reare
guards.
present
Sunday. They
of ten are caused by Catarrh, which ia noth- K,4eslr«r*o present the same tor
notice, and a* MJUMMU FMt
LAMOINE.
aelUen>.at,
Mrs. Ida Stinson, Walter H. Small, Mrs. moves the conditions in which these diseases ing bat an Inflamed oondltion of the mnooua and nil Indebted thereto nre requested
ta
s
"
make payment Immediately.
omen
Mrs. Lydia Hodgkins hss returned from Warren C. Benson, Mrs. Wallace Easton, make their most successful attack, gives surfaces.
We will give One Hundred Dollars for any
fa
usd L. Mason.
and tone to ail the vital organs and
case of Deafness (caused
a visit in Wsltham.
of Camden; Dr. H. W. Small, Dr. A. E. vigor
March 3, UI6.
by catarrh! that
JOY t COL
MORRISON,
Bllsworth,
Me.
and
a
funetions,
imparts
genial warmth to cannot be cured by Hall’s Oatarrh Cure. Send
Miss Jennie Hodgkins is at home from Small, of Bangor, and Philip W. Small, of the blood. Bemember, the weakerthe
•TATI ITIcIT.
system for circulars, free.
K.
J.
CHENEY
I the greater the exposure to disease. Hood’s
A CO., Toledo, Ohio.
Stonington.
the Bar Harbor hospital.
idwtiMn <4 THE AMERICAS
r.uam
iAAia uu.
| Sold by Druggist. 76c.
Rar
_

—

TITLES

IlOCK,

March A

K. H.

March 8.

]

Sarsaparilla makes the system strong.—Adel. I

Take Hall's

Family Pills for oonatipetlon.

capturing tha train.

Fir»t assistant:
William U Brown.3
Herbert A Aah.1

inauguration.
organized
<jitY government

V0B haokbthy

SEVENTH

TERM

KLECTKO

—

taxes

skat

Irving Salisbury...3
.1
Third aaaiatant, or Are warden:
Webeter U Higgina.4

fob

MWOB OFFICERS

and salaries fixed.

of EH.worth
The municipal government
T. F.
for the year Monday.
orginirert
alderman-elect from ward
Mahoney, the
take hie eent, the question hav5, did not
aa to whether be coold bold
ing arisen
ee well aa the office of clerk of
office
IhK
Pending the decision on this
eoarte.
did not wish to run the risk
Question, be
of the acta of the city
of invalidating any
part in Uk> meetgovernment by taking
other four aldermen were presing. The
and organised by the election of
as president.
Horace P. Weocott
the returns of the
It was voted to accept
as evidence of election,
atnnl ward clerks
was called ae foUowe.
and the roll
F. Weocott.
I--Horace
Ward

ent!

-John A. Stuart.
3- Owen H. Treworgy.
4- Eugene H. Moore.

•j

Augusta Latter.
AuaonTA, Ms., March fl, 1916.
To (he Editor df (he imerfean:
Contrary to expectation*, the House, by
an
ov^gwheldiing vote, stood by the Senate in its decision to let the primary law
remain as it is. However, those ill favor
of ita repeal had an opportunity to air
their views, and very generally took ad-

Second aaaiatant:

for the year.

Inspector

of

buildingr:

Frank R Moore.3
William H Moore.
i
Chairman overseers of poor:
M J Drummey.
3
P H Shea.1
Member of board of baaltb tor three years
in place of E G Moore:
Dr N C King.3
E Q Moore.1
Sealer of weights and measures:
Prank E Moon.3
Harold L Hooper.1

Andrew S Meader ..1
Pound-keepers and fence-viewers Fred
—

Bilvy, George C Pierson, George R Lord,

William E Richardson.
Auctioneers—E K Hopkins, George B
Stuart.

5- Abeeot.
Aid. Stuart and Treworgy were chosen
Constables at large
C S Johnston,
to escort the mayor to the
a committee
Rev. P. A. A. George C Pierson, Eugene A Carlisle,
chair. Prayer woe offered by
I Charles C Camber, D L Fields.
Killam. The oath of o®ce woe then sdCity weighers and surveyors of lumber,
ministered to the mayor and aldermen by wood and bark were reelected as last
year.
Deputy City Clerk Hale.
The election of a member of the school
JIB. maboeet’s letter.
board for three years, In place of K. F.
The clerk then read tba following letter I
Small, was tabled until tbe receased meetfrom Mr. Mahoney:
ing.
Kllhwokth, Mb., March 9,1915.
It was voted to hold the regular monthly
To the Honorable Mayor and Board of
the first Monday evening of each
meetings
EUeworth:
the
City of
Aldermen-elect of
month, at 7.30 o'clock.
Gbvt lemkn :—Since tbe election • techSALABin.
nical legal question bee erleen as to my
riebt to act aa clerk of courts end alderSalaries war* then fixed as follows, ell
feelsame
time.
the
My
personal
man at
the eeme te Uet jeer except that ot
ing is that 1 cannot sacrifice tbe former being
for the latter. Aa mocta aa I regret it, 1 treasurer, which waa increased |B0:
feel forced, until further investigation, to
City clerk, (SOO and fees.
refrain from joining with you this mornCity treasurer, (226.
Chief engineer of fire department, |75;
tbe fine point of law be cleaned
do
1
will
gladly
assistants, (46.
spec that I may accept,
If, on tbe other band, it becomes
•O liter.
Driven of fire team, (62 per month.
necessary for you to order a special elecAssessors, (2.60 per day of eight honn,
tion. 1 am willing to reimburse tbe city
for actual time employed, as required by
for tbe necessary expenses.
Yours respectfully,
statute.
T. P. Mahomet.
Chairman of overseers of the poor, (86.
MATOS’S MBBUAOK.
Steward of Ticonic hose company, (36.
mesread
tbe
then
following
Tbe clerk
Members of Senator Hale hose company,
sage from tbe mayor.
*40 each.
Gentlemen of the Board of Aldermen:
Members of Tioonic hose company, (30
By tbe will of tbe majority of tbe voters, each.
we are assembled hero this morning to
Members of board of health, (20 each,
take upon ourselves tbe burden of managof board, (6 additional.
ing oor municipal affairs during tbe com- secretary
City marshal and night polios man, (62
ing year. I bope peace and harmony will
prevail during all our deliberation, and a month.
tbat our every effort wiir be given to tbe
Inspector of buildings, (20.
beet interests of tbe tax-payers.
Inspector of meat and milk, (16.
Highways-Last year an appropriation
this
was
made
for
ol (3.000
department.
Harbor master, (6.
1 find by the city report (TOO was added by
Salaries of superintendent of schools and
transfer, and that the fund was finally
overdrawn (1.333. 57, making a total ex- of road commissioner were not fixed.
It waa voted to dispense with the serpenditure of (4,933.57. 1 believe if a like
amount bad been originally appropriated, vices of an auditor this
year.
tbe street commissioner could have better
Edward K. Card was elected driver of the
bis work, and tbe city would
planned
I speak of hose team in place of Oeorge Hamilton.
have received more benefit.
this matter now, in order to call your atSfiASDISO COMMITTEES.
of
to
tention
tbe necessity
using eare In
Standing committees were appointed by
making appropriations for every department.
the mayor as follows:
Publicity-All Indications and advices
Accounts and claims-Full board.
summer
loan
along
point
unusually busy
Finance —Moore, Wescott, Stuart.
fills worth, so splentbe Maine coast.
let
the
should
not
didly situated,
opporCity property— Full board.
tunity go to waste, but should use every
Highways, sidewalks and bridges
1
effort to secure a share of tbe business.
Moore.
suggest that sn appropriation be made to Wescott, Treworgy,
Fire department
advertise Kilsworlh and all its advantages
Moore, Stuart, TreKilein
as a pleasure resort.
believe
1
worgy.
worth and its future, aud will do my
Electric lights
Stuart, Treworgy,
part.
Wescott.
1 suggest tbat before the appropriations
are finally
settled
upon, each standCity poor—Moore, Wescott.
ing committee investigate the department
Library—Stuart, Treworgy, Moore.
under them so as to be in a position to reLicenses—Mayor and full board.
port to tbe full board wbat may be
Pensions—Mayor and foil board.
needed.
Ex-mayor Cunningham called the atA. C. Haokhthy, Mayor.
Mayor Hagerthy aunouncod the ap- tention of the board to the balances due
pointment ot John H. 8ilvy aa city from the Slate highway department on
marshal. The appointment waa confirmed account of State road work and State road
by the board, and Mr. dilry waa eworn in. I maintenance, which would be available in
The appointment ot George M. Campbell addition to this year’s allotment if ap*' night offloer waa later annoanoed, and
propriations toFthesu-funds were made.
The board took a recess to Monday
he haa been aworn In.
March 22, when appropriations
evening,
■lbotioii op omens.
W
will be taken up.
The board then proceeded to the election ot o(Deere, with the following reaulta:
BAR HARBOR.
City clerk:
T E Hale.4
George W. Austin has returned from •
visit in Oeiifornia.
traaanrer:
—

'"sboold

—

—

—

City

C W Joy.3
F J Dun lea vy.1

C. Lynam and wife returned Tuesday from a visit in Florida.

Collector:
John H Breanahan.3
Charlea J Brown.1

Fred Gerry, formerly of Ellsworth, baa
again been cboeen cblef of police.

Blank.1
yniet engineer ot Ore department:
Boy J Goodwin.3
Herman J Soammona. ...1
Otimm ipmntta

LOSS OF APPETITE
Moat 8ucceeefulty Treated by Taking
Hood’s Saraaparilla.

Loss of appetite is accompanied

by loss

of

which is serious.
in the spring bec»ose at this time the blood is impure and impoverished and fails to
Pve the digestive organs what is
absolutely necessary for the proper
performance of their functions.
Hood’s Sarsaparilla, the old reliable all-the-year-round medicine, is
especially useful in the spring. Get

It is

it

from

vitality,

common

By purifying and enriching the blood and giving vitality, vigor and tone, it is
your

successful in the treatment of loss of appetite and the
other ailments that are so prevalent
at this time.
It is not simply h
spring medicine—it is much more
than that—but it is the beet spring

medicine.
Hood’s Sarsaparilla makes the
nch red blood that the stomach and
»t

digestive
today.

organs need.

Get

Both sides are working hard on this
bill. The Mt. Desert people opposing the
bill have some of the ablest legal talent In
the State, while the proponents of the
measure are working equally as hard with
less legal talent.
These two bills, the discussion in the
House on the salary and fees bills, and
women suffrage, will occupy much of the
attention of the legislature for the next
few days.
The celebrated Deforest
Keyes claim
came
before the legislature last week.
This is the care where several yean ago a
young man came from New York and purchased tax-deeds of land said to be forfeited to the State on account of taxes.
After paying his money, he attempted to
locate and take possession of his property,
and found that his investments were
worthless, in some cases the land conveyed did not exist, and in others the title
had not been forfeited, Keyes originally
invested some $16,000, which, with interBoth an
est, now amounts to $24,000.
attorney-general and a state treasurer
have given an opinion that the money
should be refunded.
The legislature, !
during Gov. Fernald’s time, passed a re- 1
solve to pay it, but it was vetoed by the
governor. The present hearing is the
only one in which no remonstrants have j
appeared. There seems to be a general
feeling that the State has at least a moral
obligation to refund the money.
There are prospects that the governor !
and the legislature will get together on
the appropriations for roads and bridges.
It is understood that the resolvos for roads
and bridges in Somerset county, vetoed
by the governor, will be reintroduced and
go

Mite Lothington, superintendent at tbe
boepital, is reported as rapidly recovering
from typboid fever.

Harry S. McFarland, tbe retiring Bret
selectman, baa been cboeen managed by
board of

seven

aeiectmen.

A new Odd Fellows ball it to be built on
tbe corner of Cottage and Rodick streets.
Tbe municipal offices will be on the lower
floor.

Finley Beaton, while working in tbe
woods near Bomesville last Wednesday,
bad tbe email bones of tbe leg broken just
below tbe knee.
Maude Yeaton Cousins has returned to
Bar Harbor from East Holden, where eb
Bbe is employed,
baa spent tbe winter.
as usual, as bookkeeper at tbe Bar Harbor bouse.
Arthur E. Tbstcber, superintendent of
tbe Mt. Desert nurseries, addressed the
Massachusetts Horticultural club in Boston

Saturday evening.
M.

March 8.
PARTRIDGE COVE.

Mrs. Willism Emery, jr., baa gone to
Hartland to visit her parents.
Mrs. Alios Yonng
daughter Dorothy
visiting in Lawrence, Maas.
and

are

Mrs. Clara Randall and son, of Boston,
tbs guests of her sister, Mra. W. A.

are

Emery.
Friends met at Bayard Salisbury’s Frito celebrate hli birthday.
Refreshments wars served.
Hubbard.
March 8.

day evening

Goods Marked Down
Regardless of Cost
to the limited spsce

Owing

gains

The bill for
hotels is

sanitary regulations in
meeting with approval by those

"Woolens

$ 15.00

suits

“

-25.00

“

14.98
15.98

to

every

$2.00 pants
“
2.50
8.50
4.00

5.00

“

Soft Hats

“

6.98

50c Dress Shirts Marked

50c
75c

75c
1.18

“

Jersey Outside Shirts,

35c
48c

,

“

$5 OO

for

6.50

“

4.50

5.50
4.50

“

3.75
3.20

“

Shoes
$3.50

$1.98

4.00
5.00

2.50

Boy’s Sweaters Cheap.

QnWYCD
OH 11 I Lw
is

35c

“

$1.00

Sweaters

MOUTH OK THK

7.48

“

1.50

$7.00, Sweaters

$9.48

for

Hen’s Shirts

2.98
3.98

2.75

UNI0N TRUST co- building,

ELLSWORTH, ME

KIVKK.

able to be about

Point.

Oak

Mrs. Oertie Williams, who was called
here two weeks ago by the serious illness
of her mother, returned to East Boston
Saturday, her mother seeming much better, but at 6 o’clock Saturday uhe passed
away. Mrs. Williams is survived by two
sons
James and Richard Garland, of

Hancock County Forts.
Southwest Harbor—Sid Mch 4,*"sch Kate L
Pray for Kail River, Mass Parties at that
place have purchased this vessel which was
owned at Steuben the past few years.
In port—March 8, schs Nickerson, Mary J
Beale; sloop Bessie

10

1.75
2.48

“

understand right
tbrained nurse.

MARINE LIST.

on

“

12

$1.50

superinten-

ye may as well
that
Oi’m no

$15 Raincoats

now,

hippydermic injictions, an’
now

25c
50c

Caps,
$1 Caps,

Low Prices

Men’s Pants

Capt. Fred B. Sadler
give your broom the house.
day. Norah-Capt. Freeman Closson returned home
Shure Oi’ll not! Next thing ye’ll be askafter three weeks’ employment at
in’ me to give it massage thratements and Sunday,
you’ll have
antiseptic bath

Men’s

Raincoats

Mrs. Finnicky (entering kitchen with
I newspaper)-— Norah, a celebrated doctor
says that brooms are full of microbes, so
hereafter

marked way down

Men’s 50c

$ 9.98

overcoats,

dency of the Ellsworth public schools,
was
not bas*d on facts.
1 am not a
candidate for that position, neither was I
a candidate previous to the recent city
election.
Carl W. Maddocks.

an

few Bar-

a

Hats, $1.75
12.98

Candidate.
Orono, Mb., March 8,1015.
To the Editor of The American:
I wish to say to the citizens of ward
four, city of Ellsworth, that the use of my
the

only

Lamson & Hubbard $3 Derby

up

“

a

in connection with

or

going

are

18.50
22.50

looked into it.
A large delegation of Hancock county
S.
people is looked tor next week.

name

everything is

Men’s Suifs and Overcoats

who have

Not

but

mention

we

Sale Closes Saturday, March 13, at 11 p.m.

along.

“Lamson & Hubbard” Hats
Men of discrimination go to the
store that sells them.
They go
there for style —they go there for
value—they go there for satisfaction
Look tor the store that displays
the Lamson & Hubbard Sign.

—

daughters—Mrs.
Massachusetts,
Williams, of East Boston, and Mrs.
she
had been tenwhom
W. L. Pratt, by
Mrs.
derly cared for, and an aged sister
Alma Alley, of Oak Point.
and two

—

BORN.
BILLINGS—At Deer Isle, March 1, to Mr and
Mrs Henry D Billings, a son.
FOLEY—At Bar Harbor, Feb 27. to Mr and
Mrs and Mrs M F Foley, a daughter.
GRAY-At Penobscot. March 6, to Mr and
Mrs Alvin R Gray, a daughter.
HAMILTON-At Ellsworth, March 5, to Mr
and Mrs Ralph H Hamilton, a daughter.

| Lucy Vera.]

HIGGINS—At Dedham, Feb 28, to Mr and
Mrs Bennie E Higgins, a daughter. [Mar-

jorie Priscilla.]
MOON—At Ellsworth, March 5, to Mr and Mrs
Albert G Moon, a daughter.
YOUNG—At Surry, Feb 22, to Mr and Mrs
Pertie Young, a son.

H. A. Perry will have a new Sab market
tbe site of tbe one recently burned.

new

Entire Stock and Fixtures for Sale

vantage of it.
After much delay the judiciary reported
on the Mt. Desert automobile billa.
On
the proposition to admit them to the
whole town, the majority report “ought
to pass” was signed by six of the committee, and the minority report, “ought not
to pass,” by three. On the bill for a direct rente through to Southwest Harbor,
there was a unanimous report “ought to

MAKKIKD.

on

druggist.

wonderfully

other

Fred

the

Going Outof Business'” Ellsworth

pass”.

Inspector of,meat and milk:
E A Lermond.3

Harbor master:
Maynard A March.3
Harry Smith.1

Aaaeaaor tor three yeara, In place ot
Arthur B Mitchell:
Frank M Moore.3

Slibcrtitniunts.

CoTtnponomct.

COLSON—LEIGHTON—At Ellsworth, March
8, by Rev Milton Beckwith, Mrs Abbie Belle
Colson to John H Leighton, both of EllsHOOPER-SWAN-At Franklin, Feb 27. by
Rev W H Dunham. Miss Alice May Hooper
to James Russell Swan, both of Franklin.
MACOMBER
HOPKINS
At Franklin,
March 6, by Rev W H Dunham, Miss
Charlotte Macomber, of Franklin, to Clarence Hopkins, of Eden.
MOON-DOW-At Ellsworth. Feb 18, by Rev
R B Mathews. Miss Madge H Moon to Hollis
C Dow, both of Hancock.
MORGAN-HASKELL-At Sedgwick. March
4, by Rev Elisha Sanderson, Miss Florence
B Morgan, of Sedgwick, to Capt Harris W
Haskell, of Deer Isle.
PERRY
MOORE
At Prospect Harbor,
March 6, by Rev R C Dalzell, Miss Carolyn
Perry to Vernon C Moore, both of Goulds—

A patronizing young lord was seated
opposite a famous scientist it a dinner.

During'a lull in the conversation he adjusted his monocle and leaned toward the
scholar. “Aw, y’ know, Mr. Jones,’’ he
drawled, “I passed yonr house this mawning.” “Thank you,” said Jones quietly.
“Thank you very much.”
aSDmisnnrnth

PLUMBING,
Hot Water Heating, Furnact
Work and Jobbing.
HONEST WORK: HONEST PRICES

Whether it’s

a

range or a fut

“Clarion”, it te
sure to meet
qvery requirement
Made by the Wood Bishop Co.
Bangor. Sold by
nace—if it is a

J. P. ELDRIDGE,

IRA

EDWARD F. BRADY,
Grant St., Ellsworth, Me.
Telephone 5—5.

Watch Your Children
Often children do not let parents know
they are constipated. They fear something distasteful. They will like Rexall
Orderlies—a mild laxative that tastes
like sugar. Sold only by us, 10 cents.
E. Q. Moore.

_

fiOnrilSSlONJIERCHA*^
WANT

Live

Poultry
and

B. HAGAN, Jr.
Civil
Land

Engineer,
Surveyor.

Farm Produce.

CirruMidoci StlidM.
ELLSWORTH FALLS. ME. P. 0. Box 7

F- U R
Don't

BOSTON

_

Ellsworth.

Twenty Years' Experience.
Personal attention to all details. Telephone
or mail orders promptly attended to.

ffltrrijant*.

CLARION.

Main Street,

—

WABDWELL—GRINDLE—At South Penobscot, March 8, by Rev Chester A Smith, Miss
Horteuse M Wardwell. of
Penobscot, te
Orris P Grindle, of Bluehill.
YOUNG—BILLINGS—At Bar Harbor, Feb 28,
by Rev A C Larued, Miss Stella Young to
Ralph Billings, of Bar Harbor.

Crnntntaaion

THE—

O OATS

buy before looking

at the

Walk-E-Z Coat
Sold by DAVID FRIEND
Large line of Mackinaws. Repairing Dene

Albert N. Cushman

Electrician and Contractor
Supplies and Futures.
Ellsworth.
Estey Building,

Established 1850

HALL & COLE
Fruit and Produce
Commission Merchants

Apples

HAY WANTED
Money

In

W. J.

Electric

•

and Cranberries

Our Specialties
101*102 Faneull Hall Market, Boston

Ten

Days

Phelps

Chamber of Commerce, Boston.

Telephone 87-11.

LOOK UP YOUR OLD LETTERS
BRENTON-At Hancock, Feb 28, Caroline M
Brentou, aged 8 years, 11 months, 10 days.
BRIDGES —At Verona. March 8, Gilman
Bridges, aged 88 years, 4 months.
DAUPHINEE-At Dedham, March 1, Stella
May, daughter of Mr and Mrs Edgar Dauphinee, aged 1 year, 9 months, 1 day.
HARDING-At Sedgwick, Feb 28, Hiram B
Harding, aged 80 years, & months, 20 days.
HARPER—At Southwest Harbor, Feb 22, Mrs
Hannah E Harper, aged 78 years.
HARRIMAN—At Orland. March 2, Adelle 8,
widow of Albion P Harriman, aged 89 years,
1 month, 16 days.
M’KAY—At Winter Harbor, March 5, George
M McKay, aged 69 years.
SMALL —At Sunset (Deer Isle), March ft,
Amos T Smail, aged 84 years.
8TANIFORD—At Bucksport. March 7, Mrs
Mary A Staniford, aged 77 years.
WILLIAM8—At Baysids, March 7, Mrs Eunice
L Williams, aged 78 years, 4 months, 8 days.

paid tor United States postage
stamps before 1870. Most not be torn or
clipped. Higher prices when left on the
original envelopes. Write to
G no bob A. Hitchcock, Ware, Maas.

professional &aro«.

“OLD STANDBY"

Gash

Since 1873, this,“KOOd old standby”
ot a bank baa safeguarded millions
of dollars for your relatives and
friends. Put your trust—and your
funds-in it now.

Hancock Co. Savings Bank Ellsworth
Many advertisers forget that advertising space in a newspaper is valued according to the circulation of that paper.
Advertising space in a journal without
circulation is dear at any pries the pubWithout circulation
lisher may demand.
there oan be no results, and without
ueeulte the money which the advertiser
invests is lost -Leavenworth (Kansas)
Times.

PANAMA

PACIFIC EXPOSITION

TOURS, $190

to

$390

Booklet Free
WALTER
262

H. WOODS CO.

Waahington St., Boa ton.

^lTce'ii.s^co t t
SPECIALTY

MADE OF

TYPEWRITING. ACCOUNTING AND
GENERAL CLERICAL WORK.
Agent Union Hale Deposit * Trail Co., of Portand, for furnishing Probate and Surety Bonds
Agent Oliver Typewriter; typewriter supplies
Cor. Main and Water Sta. (over Moore’s Drag
Store). Ellsworth. Me.

J)R.

WILLIAM SEMPLE

OSTEOPATH
Specialties: Nervous Diseases,
Diseases of Stomach.
Treatment and Conanltatloo, by Appointment-, in Blleworth on Fridays.
Address, Eastern Trust Bldg., iwsi
Telephones IMt and M-l

ttufrttiiaintt.

COUNTY NEWS,
CRANBERRY ISLES.
Town meeting" was held March I, dinner
being served at the aid bnilding.
Clarence Crosby, who sprained his ankle

Her Husband
Ghost

CHEAP ROADS EXTRAVAGANT

s

while playing basket ball, is out.
George Stanley cat bis foot in the woods
last week, and is confined to the bouse.
A delightful whist party was held at the
home of Gilbert Rose brook and wife

Thursday

evening.

Mrs. Luella Stanley is visiting her
daughter, Mr. Collins Morrill, at PittsHer daughter Mr*. Pbippin, of
field.
Islesford, is keeping bouse for her.
Mr. Davies had an entertainment at the
hall Friday evening, to raise funds to send
a boy delegate to the boys' conference at
Portland. Lowell Rice waa chosen dele-

gate.

Rookkt.

March 1.
NORTH CAST1NE.

James Martin, of Massachusetts, is the
of Edward West.

guest

Miss Emms Emerton, of Bluebill, is
with her sister, Mrs. Percy Wardwell.
Eastman Dodge and wife, of Belfast, are
visiting their daughter, Mrs. Rosa Wardwell.
Announcements have been received of
the birth of a daughter to J. Willis Leach
and wife, Jan. JO. at Denver, Col.
C. F. Wardwell has fitted hie sloop for
fishing, and with his son Malcolm and
brother Percy is trawling in Penobscot

bey.
L.

Mar. 1.
WEST THE MONT.

The little son born to Mr. and Mrs. W.
D. Thurston Feb. 26, died Feb. 27.
The Pythian Sisters’ installation took
place Tuesday evening, in the presence of
guests. Officers for the year are: Nettie
Rnmill, P. C.; Eunice Lope us, M. E. C.;
Belle Trask, E. S.; Lisaie Pomroy, E. J.;
Rena Thurston, M.; Dora Martin, M. of
F.; Myra Rumill, M. of R. and C.; Annie
Sprague, P.: Bessie Gordius, O. G. Supper was served.
March 1.

Thelma.

MOUNT DESERT.
George E. Karst has moved his family
to Bar Harbor.

Roy J. Leland is building
that of his parents.

a

cottage

near

Mrs. Artbnr E. Thatcher, of Bar Harbor,
is the guest of Mrs. J. Alien Somes.
Capt. 'William S. Brown has gone to
Boston, where he has employment.
March 1.
Taisoo.
SOUTH PENOBSCOT.

»

Mrs. Julia Littlefield fell recently and
dislocated her hip.
Mrs. George Littlefield, who has been in
Boston three months, is home.
Mrs. A. B. Merrill, of Brootline, Mass.,
is visiting her parents, Fred Beale and
wife.

March 1.

L.
BASS HARBOR.

Neil Churchill has moved his family
here from Orland. They are occupying
the Bum ford bouse.
The retiring board of selectmen has reduced the town debt (1,446 the past year,
the present amount of indebtedness being

only (220.
Feb. 27.

_X.

Y. Z.

AURORA.
Mrs. B. E. Crosby, who has been visiting
her daughter, Mrs. F. O. Silsby, at Ellsworth, is home.
Mrs. George Dorman, of Franklin, N.
who has been visiting her parents,
James Richardson and wife, has returned
home.
Mar. 1.
C.

H.,

v

_

SWAN’S ISLAND.
Frank Dyer and wife have returned to
Janes port, after the winter here with their
daughter, Mrs. Charles Kent.
March 1.
8.
ATLANTIC.
Carlyle (Stock bridge it at home from
Deer Itle high school (or two weeks.
Mar. 1.
J. K. M.
Ah!

Th«

lavlgonUoK Whiff of the JPioe

Feoeetl
How it clean the throat and head of ite
mnooas ailments.
It U this Spirit of Newness and Vigor from the heoUh-giving Piney
Forests brought back by Dr. Bell’s Pine-TarHoney. Antiseptic ana healing. Bay a bottle to-day. Ail Druggists, 26c.

Stabmiscmcnts.

Be Good

To Yourself
by keeping

in good physical
trim and you will be the best
friend to yourself and a pleasure to others. Most sicknesses
begin in the ordinary and
minor ailments of the digestive
organs, and for these ailments

fittcfumft
Pitts

have become the most popular
remedy, because they are so
safe, so certain, and prompt
in their beneficial action.
They tone the stomach, stimulate the liver, regulate the
bowels.
By cleansing the
system and purifying the
blood they prove that they

Are the Best
Of Good Friends

LIVE STOCK
HUSBANDRY

ByF A. MITCH EL
Enoch Pogratu was a fanner In the
CROSSBRED SHEEP.
the section in which he lived
He
was In slow process of settlement.
Results of This Practice
Ultimate
had preempted a quarter section of
Rarely Prove Profitable.
land on a prairie and built a log nonse
The advice to crossbreed sheep con
on It
There be dwelt alone. Strange
tlnues being spread broadcast by some
men
who
can
be
that
are
It la
there
(heepmcu who should know better.
content only when far away from all
The famous hunter We are told that Australia Is rapidly
other persona.
Daniel Boone was one of these, and being put on a cross bred basis; that in
our own country It Is the crossbred
Enoch Pogram was another.
In the spring he prepared his land, lamb that will be most profitable. The
planted, tended his Helds, keeping crossbred lamb Is all right Re makes
them tree from weeds during the Som- mutton fast and
cheap—probably no
mer, and In the autumn, having gathlamb excels him at that business. Bat
ered his crops, went forth with hla we must look ahead farther than one or
rifle to provide meat for bis winter ose. two
years. Those who have learned
Returning one night with a plentiful by bitter exjterience that crossbred
and
bear
of
venison
meat,
he
supply
ewes are uncertain and unprofitable as
The next morning was breeders are
went to bed.
legion.
clear and cool. Enoch went out to the
The man who will maintain his pure
a
on
bench
to
basin
located
tin
perform bred or high grade breeding flock can
hla ablutions when be was astonished afford to take a
crop or two of crossa
to see far across the plain
log cabin bred lambs from them now and then.
with a man standing near It.
The trouble la too few of ua will do
Enoch was much disgruntled. If he that We figure we can
go out and buy
had been at home when that cabin them when needed. But tbe chances
was being erected be wonld have takare they cannot be bad when wanted
en measures to prevent Its being finishexcept at a sacrifice few of us will
ed.
Be was not sure that It had not make. As a general
proposition the
been built on his own land. Be would advice to crossbreed is
wrong because
go at once to Investigate. Turning, be of Its ultimate results on the majority
went Into hla cabin to get hla rifle, for
of forma
In the end the man who
he was not sore bat there would be breeds toward and sticks to one
type in
trouble between him and this new his flock will be most successful with
and
when
came
be
oat
the
squatter,
sheep.
other man was lost emerging from hla
cabin also and with a gun.
REMEDY FOR SCRATCHES.
Pogram started for bis neighbor's
cabin, and his neighbor advanced to
tha Lags of Horsas a Fro*
meet him.
Pogram. who carried his Washing
quant Causa of Skin Diseases.
ride In his right hand below his hip.
It is best not to wash a horse's legs
raised It to a level with his chest In
order to have It ready In case of need. in winter, writes Dr. A. S. Alexander.
If he comes into the stable with mad
The other also raised his weapon.
“Looks as though there was gotn* thickly covering his legs from hoofs to
knees and hocks, let the mud dry on
to be more fightln' than talkin'.” muttered Pogram. and be brought his piece the long hair and then rub it off. If
to bis shoulder. Bis enemy was ready one washes the legs the skin will befor him. bringing bis own gun to ex- come wet and Is difficult to dry. If it
Is not perfectly dried trouble will be
actly the same position as Pogram.
This Is the common
“You drop that gun!" shouted Pogram sure to result.
cause of scratches, and mud fever is of
at the top of his voice.
The man held bis weapon firmly to like character.
The term "scratches’’ properly apbis shoulder and seemed to be shouting something which Pogram did not plies only to a chapped, cracked or sore
condition of the skin under the fetlock
hear.
“I’ve either got to kill him,” thought and Involving the heels. When the leg
from the foot up to the knee or hock
Pogram, “or bell kill me.”
He cocked his gun. The other man Is swollen, sore or cracked, and the
seemed to be going through a similar horse has fever and lacks appetite,
When a bad
mud fever Is present.
motion
Pogram was nervous Whether or smelling discharge flows from sores
and red thickened Bkln shows about
not he really Intended to kill his neighbor he has never been certain
Prob- the heels, that is grease heel, and It is
ably be pulled the trigger without In- chronic and troublesome to cure.
Grease Is the name given to a chronic,
tending to do an The neighbor evidently was not hit. for be stood very troublesome disease of the heavy
his ground.
Be was not sufficiently draft horse. In which the skin of the
plain at the distance for Pogram bo
discern if he bad fired. At any rate.
Pogram could not detect smoke Issuing
from the muzzle of his rifle and didn't
even hear a bullet pass him.
There were no repeating rifles in
those days, and both men dropped the
butts of their rifles at the same moIt was a question of
ment to reload.
life and death with them as to which
could load the quicker.
The more
haste Pogram made the more his opBoth finished at the
ponent hurried.
same moment, and both fired again at
the same moment
Pogram was not
hit and did not even bear a “ping.”
They stood for a moment looking at
Then It occurred to Poeach other.
gram that they were at a greater distance from each other than be had
Next to the Percheron the Belgian
supposed. He had a rifle In his cabin
le the most popular of the draft
that he used for long distance shooting
breeds In America. Be Is a grow thy
and went In to get It
big fellow that elves us great stxe;
he Is a great feeder and will eat
He bad not used this latter rifle for
almost any kind of roughage and
a loos while, and It was not where he
any kind of vegetables and grain
had expected to And it. Be hooted (or
relish.
He Is
with
a
a
short
tt some time before hitting upon It then
ooupled, good middle horse with
lots
of
endurance.
It
takes
less
went oat again to resume the shooting.
feed to keep him In the same conMeanwhile the son had cleared the
dition than any other draft horse
horlson and cast some warmth and
In the world.
more light over the prairie.
Pogrom
looked for his neighbor, bat he was
not to be seen. Probably be bad gone leg, from foot to bock Joint, is In an
Into his cabin. But the cabin was not unhealthy
condition, showing red
there'either. Pogram was astonished. "grapes.” or tumors, sores and cracks,
Had be been tiring at a phantom? Be from which comes a foul smelling disKor the first time In his charge. Scratches and mud fever may
shuddered.
Grease heel and
life be felt lonely. Be started for the attack any horse.
place where he bad seen the cabin with grease proper are diseases of the
the intention of baring a nearer slew coarse, heavy, sluggish, phlegmatic,
if there was really anything there. Be overfed and underexercised draft horse.
walked several miles wltbont finding They can be avoided by abundant exeither a house or a man. Then be met ercise, cleanliness, thorough grooming
a woman.
and judicious feeding.
If a horse comes down with scratches
"Stranger," she said, "me and my
husband settled last week over thar" poultice the legs for two or three days
(pointing). “Yisterday betook sick and with hot flaxseed meal and a little
bran.
The latter keeps the flaxseed
died this mornin’."
Pogram started. "I seen his ghost a meal from sticking to the skin when
spell ago.” be said. The woman was the poultice dries. Then wash the legs
so distressed that she did not hear.
Afterward
clean and dry perfectly.
"I'd be obleeged if you'd give me a apply twice dally a simple ointment
I waa goln' to tbe cabin composed of one dram each of spirits
bit o’ help
wbar I reckon you lire for some one to of camphor and compound tincture of
do somethin’ for me. I'm dead alone.” benzoin and two drams of flowers of
"So am L." said Pogram.
sulphur rubbed up with one ounce of
Tbe two went back to tbe woman's lard or lanolin.
Do not use strong
cabin, and Pogram helped her to bury drying lotions or powders In these
her husband and in such other ways cases.
Where scratches has become
as abe needed.
chronic and the skin cracks and bleeds
Pogram and the widow, both being when the horse Is worked, the simple
lonely, concluded to lire together In ointment may not suffice. Try the efPogram's cabin. Several years passed, fects of one dram each of oxide of sine
when one morning the husband went and balsam of pern rubbed up with
outdoors and saw the cabin be had an ounce of lard.
seen before and tbe man standing beIn grease heel and grease It Is absoBe ran back into tbe bouse. lutely necessary to cut down the grain
side it
pale and trembling.
latlon and make the horse work bard
"What is it?" asked his wife start- every day or live an outdoor life.
west when

ing.
“Yer fust man.1"
Mis. Pogram went out followed by
her husband. They saw the cabin, aw
man and this time a woman.
"taw sakesr exclaimed tbe wtta.
"Tar lookin' at the mirage!"

Oat and Barlsy Ensilage.
Oats and barley may be enslloed and
make a fair grade of silage. These
crops should be cut when they are
passing from the milk Into the dough

ARM ENTER 5,
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Cheapness In road construction, says an expert. Is our most
extravagant luxury.
A good road Is one that Sts Us
traffic.
First cost is s minor Item In
road economy. The way to figure economy is to measure It by
the condition of the road to bear
most easily tbd traffic to which
It may be subjected.
The most ambitious schemes
of Interconnty highways do not
cover more than a tenth of the
total rural mileage. The cheaper
forms of road construction most
always survive for the less traveled roads. For the main roads,
permanence la the only worthy
criterion.

Insist

COUNTY NfeWS.
PENOBSCOT.

Various Methods.
Is

frequently easy for

issue

bonds

and

a

borrow

money for Improving the local highways, the raising of the money to retire those bonds at maturity is often
not so simple Many counties In bor-

rowing money for bonds figure that the
amount of money raised represents the
total cost of the road, forgetting that
the road most be maintained and re-

paired If at the end of the term of the
bonds the county la to have anything
to show for Its Investment
The question of financing country
road building la discussed fully la a
department of agriculture bulletin entitled "Highway Bonds,** which la
written by the office of public roads In
collaboration with James W. Glover,
professor of mathematics and Insurance, University of Michigan. In this
bulletin the authors discuss fully the
various methods of financing road
building and retiring debts for road
construction and also deal frankly with
the actual total cost of a road during
the life of the bonds. On the total cost
of a road the authors cite the following
two examples as affording at least a
basis for estimating the total minimum
cost of a mile of road:
TOTAL COST OF* A MILE OF ROAD
BUILT WITH X TEAR BONDS.
Bituminous-macadam.
Coat of construction (tlO.SOO) under S per cent serial bond with
Interest for twenty years.tH.W2.tO
Cost of annual repair and maintenance (tSOO) for twenty years. IX000-00
Tots! east for

twenty year*. tn.ou.to
Brick-

Coot of construction (fl&EOOT

Fertilizer

n

P*lilEITIB>WUnfHmUZt«Cn.,41l.fctei>l,Bsslss.M,<1

Department of Agriculture Discuses*

county to

Upon

that if ((owortnl to start and nourish the growing cron
and ia prodactNe by supplying in the moot available form
those rabetances necessary to give a satisfactory harvest
Our sms hookUt sjcplains this.
Write for Agoata* Tenns.

FINANCING ROAD BUILDING.

While It

,seV fertilizers

Pow-erful ^Productive

un-

der 6 per cent eerie! bond with
Interest for twenty yeere.(26.4X11
Coot of annual repair and maintenance ((200) for twenty year*.
6.000.00
Total coot for twenty year*. (22.426.72

The authors point out that the actual cost of building and maintaining
a specific highway can be determined
only after the character and volume
of traffic and actual wear and tear
have been studied for a series of years.
The figures quoted above, of course,
will not apply to ordinary macadam,
gravel or day roads, but In all these
cases the Interest on the bonds must
be met. and there must be expenditures to maintain them In condition.
The poorer the drainage and the leas
permanent the character of the road
foundation the greater must be the
percentage that repair costs will bear
to the first cost Similarly the question of whether the actual surfacing
Is designed to withstand the character
of traffic and weather to which it is
subjected also has an important bearing on what it will cost the county to
keep the road In such shape that when
the bonds are paid the locality still
will have a valuable property to show
as a result of Its borrowing and repayment

CIVILIZING FORCES.
A half century ago Charles
Sumner said. “The two greatest
forces for the advancement of
civilization are the schoolmaster
and good roads.”

while In
Arch Bridge, cut hi. foot badly
the wood.last week.
Mrs. Arend. Cushman and grandson,
in town for a
B. F. Leach, of Augusta, are
few day..
The ladiea’ aid eociety of the Methodist
church served dinner town-meeting day.
Student, of Clark high school presented
at the
the play. “Engaged by Thursday,”
bouse. The
town hall Feb. 22, to a packed
well assigned, and
part were especially
who took part
the work of each student
showed careful training by the teachers.
u*
The prooeeds, ft". "* ,or th* •ch0°1

Swamp-Root.

Yours very truly,
H. W. Spinks,
Camp Hill, Ala.
Personally appeared before me this ion
of
H.
day
W. ttpinks. she
August, 190B,
subscribed tbe above statement end mads
oath that tbe same is true in euhetaim
»
and in fact.
A. B. Lke,
Ex of Justice of Peace.

brary.

aid
The annual meeting of the ladies'
was held

society of the Methodist church
ReTuesday with Mrs. C. K. Bridges.
and treasurer
ports by the secretary
showed a large amount of work done and
Mrs. I na
money raised. Officers elected:
Bridges, president; Mrs. Mary Varnum,
seerevice-president; Mrs. Helen Sellers,

Letter to
Dr. Kilmer * Co.,
Binghamton, N. Y.

retary; Mrs. Bophronia Bridges,
A committee on charity was appointed.
At the dose of the businees meeting, refreshments were served by the hostess.
Woodmjce*.
March 2.
treasurer.

Prove Wbat Swamp-Root Will l)o
for Yon
Dr. Kilmer A Co.,
for e sample nn
bottle.
It will convince anyone. Vug
will also receive e booklet of valuable information, telling about tbe kidneys and
bladder.
When writing, be sure and
tbe
mention
Euawogru
Wkikli
Send ten cents to
.h.
Y.,

Binghamton,

NORTH PENOBSCOT.
Mr*. Beulah Walker, of Sew Port lend,
u spending • few week* with Her parents,
George Leech and wife.
Mieeee Cbnetina and Byrde Hatch, wbo
went to Brockton, Mae*., leveret montbe
in tbe public
ago ae lubetttute teacbere

Americax.

dollar site
stores.

|

He leaves

Pastry ij

a

H.

Just order

sack of
William Tell Flour

DEER ISLE.
An

unusual feature of tbe Harbor View

chapter meeting Wednesday waa the marriage of Miss Essie Gray and Capt.
George Torrey. The ceremony waa Impressively performed by Hev. O. J. Guptili.
and with tbe attendant bridesmaid* and
ribbon bearers, made a most impressive
ceremony. The wedded coople leave this
week for New York, to sail in the flvemaater Magnus Manaon, of which Capt.
Torrey is master, for South America.
Capt. Torrey is a successful master mariner, and his bride a popular young lady,
formerly a school teacher, and later a
trained nurse.
March 1.
R*x.

aa

aecond mate.

Cbarlee Bray will move bla family to
North Haven for tbe lommer. He will
aail a yacht tor Washington parties.
March 8.
Tup.

a

and you needn’t worry
about baking day. Bread?

k

I
■

B
U
M

Always light, fine and white.
Cakes and pies?
Biscuit t
The best yon ever tasted I
Besides, WOHam TeU goes

I"

bering when living is so
high. Think of all this.
■nd Instead of ordering

■' "floor" order

William Tell

Flour

SOUTH DEEB ISLE.

Benjamin W. Tracy, who baa bean employed at Betbel, Vt., two yaara, ia home.
Miae Angelina Bobbin* ia at borne after
aeran week* at Stonington with Mra.
FbilTp Crockett.
Capt. A. J. Stanley baa reanmed command of tbe eteamer Mon began. Hla ton
Allie ia witb him

one-

For
Bread
Cake on

was

several year*, very efficiently.
large circle of friends.
March 1.

and

for sale at all dru|

*

held at tbe home, under
the anspicea of Hieing Star lodge, F. and.
A. M., and wee attended by many relative*
Hie two brother* and
and neighbors.
aieter, bis son Harvey, and hia four daughter*, with their husband*, with the exception of Mr. Kittredge, of Framingham,
Tbe floral tributes ;
Mas*., were present.
Mr. duple* waa a aturdy j
were beautiful.
and industrious citixen, always deeply in- ;
terested in municipal. State and national
affairs. He aerved aa road commissioner
American

tegular flfty-cent

bottles

j

schools, have accepted permanent poeitiooa !
there, at good ealariee.
Tbe funeral of Andrew J. Staple*, notice j
of wboee sudden death appeared In The j

WBITOOlim HAUM * CO.
O. W. QBIKDAL

FRECKLES
February and March Brian Out I'nsightly Spot*. Bow to Remove
Kaotij.
The

woman

with

tender skin dread*

February and March becauee they are
likely to cover her (ace with ugly freckle#.

Tbe primary daaa No. 2 of tbe Sunday
school will give a special program March
14. Tbe Bible class gave a program Feb.
28. These special programs greatly Increase tbe interest in the school.

Mbs Frances At Veter closed a successful term of school Feb. 28. Pupils perfect
in attendance:
Wilton Hanna, Hugh

No matter how thick her veil, the sun and
wind* have a strong tendency to make
her freckle.
Fortunately for her peace of mind tho
recent diacovery of a new preacription,
of bine—double strength, make* it possible
for even tboee moat auaceptible to freckle*
to keep their akin clear and white. No
freckle*

Shirley Tracy, Halph Hanna, matter how atubborn a case of
otbine
Martin, Alice Leighton, Lawrence you have, the double etrengtb
should remove them.
Leigbton and Johnnie Tracy.
Uet an ounce from your druggist and
Mar. 1.
Phoebe.
banish freckle*. Money back if It fail*.
Pettee,

Arthur

NORTH BKOOKUN.
John Allen has rejoined the steam yacht
Viking, at New London, Conn.
Rev. Elisha Sanderson preached his
farewell sermon Sunday afternooo. Mr.
Sanderson will be greatly missed here.
March 1.
Xenophoh.
_

Ooldie Orindle has gone to Dr. Webster’s
hospital for an operation for appendicitis.
The first vessel to leeve the river this
spring was the schooner Nelson Y. McFarland, Oapt. Perkins, with wood for Vi—ibaven.
March 8.
q
_

Reads and Naarby Preparty.
The fact that a good road and a road
Which Is known to be good adds to the
value of the adjacent property Is quickly realised. This Is shown particularly
well In the real estate advertisements
published In towns and cities along the
Lincoln highway. Whenever a piece of
property located on the road la for sale
the ad. Invariably states Its location as
one of Its main "talking points." This
Is particularly true In the west

ir>1

pained

proceed., |28.

ASHVILLE.
Tan Million Dollar* For Read*.
John N. Carlisle, head of New York's
highway department opens bis annual
report which was recently presented
to the New York legislature, with a demand that the legislature shall appropriate at once for good road purposes
S10.000.000 of the second bond Issue of
J50.000.000, approved by the voters In
1913.
An appropriation of $1,000,000, of
which $250,000 should be nude available this year for the elimination of
grade crossings on the improved high,
ways. Is urged In the report Commissioner Carlisle asserts that a new
mark In highway construction In New
York state was made last year when
contracts were let for the construction of 1,167 miles. Involving an expenditure of $19,647,417. The report
shows that there are now completed or
tinder contract &315 miles of highways and there remain to be constructed 5.671 miles of state and county roads Included In the system authorteed by the good roads act

A year and a half
•“
*" Uk.n
attack of muuey
Kidney trouble tku
me to eocta an extent thet
m™!
pblne bad to be given me. Wes attend*
by a doctor who pronounced it as stonei.
tbe Bladder and prescribed Uthia Wei»
I took Lltbla Water and Tablets tor eons
time and received no relief from themi
stopped taking medicine for some tin'
later baring some Swamp-Boot in iw
bonee I decided to try it and felt much iT
tiered.
While taking tbe eecond bonk
commenced to pane Gravel in urine unta
I bad passed in all at least s hall dean
or more and bare not suffered the
slight
eat since—and in ail bare taken one trank
and a half, and feel very grateful lot
a severe

Iwon Roberta cnt himself quite
badly
William Hale and Fred Coombs have
gone down the bay fishing.
John Fervaer, of West Tremont, spent a
h°~

hMn‘iah;,0,d
March 8.

****&&
XjptOPHOH.

Patienoe.
Patience with the faults of those wa
dislike soon ceases to be s virtue.—Chi-

Sevenbarks
Remedy
& Sure

and Safe

for

DYSPEPSIA and all
STOMACH TROUBLES.

Ber«n Barks, which is tbs extract of
Iloot. and Herb., will msk.
your food
diffest, bsnJsh Headaches, regulate
your Li Tar sad Kidneys, bits you
usw life, sad
keep you wall. Price
W cts. a bottle st ell
druggists or
from tbs proprietor,

IfusiNss.ltfcmrK.fceTBtar.

There Is No

Question

but that indigestion and the distressed
fading which always goes with it can
be promptly relieved by taking a

SteasSS: "BBtf*

before and after each maaL 26o
K. Q. Msera

a

box.

^UNTY

news.
1

'w'*lriT*--T

A Youthful

WE8T EDEN.
of Eden, i> with
Jeen.c Jellison,
Mr., O. C. Higglna, whoee

u„

“^Oibcr,

Matchmaker

-jtb is P°°r'

R. L, i« the
7n Cr.no, of Saylesville,
Mr. Crene
wife.
1'iofD O. Hell end
eeoret.ry of the C. E.

formerlv Held

here he wUI be
of Maine. While
nod will
by the Y. P.8. C. E„
the drama aarmon.

■T

tlrt.inod

[^.reading,
1-

jfnrcb

How an Office Boy
Won the Nickname
Dan Cupid.

|

__

cot hie foot bhdly lest
Otorrr Haynes

band*?-

end wife epeot
j, w. He®or

e

few deys

By CLARISSA MACK1E

"week in Ellsworth.

of Spencer, Mese., ie vlsitthe pulpit in Went
rhepcl Sundey evening.
teachers eeeocietion has
, t-rfnts and
orgeniied, with George Meyo, presiPrisko, vice-president, end
Dl. jfjnk
*nd treesurer.
t'iPP' wcret,r>r
the high school
Veit Friday evening
will present the pley, “Alls Mia-

*John Boyce,
here. He

*e„

Dan Morgan's (raided face always
lighted expectantly when be beard
Miss Fern's bell ring for him.
His

"uppltsd

hands went up to his mop of red hair
lb a rain endeavor to smooth It to
sUckneas and be never kept her wait-

U

a’mU

the

at

flowed by

•

8.

March

ing.

Masonic hell, Bomeaville,
dance. Kelly’s orchestra.
**•

____________

HANCOCK POINT.
A Art
was

at

started

on

put out by

Hancock Point Sundey,
a volunteer fire coal-

tar

of Mrs. Reed
Neighbors and friends
her a surprise party at C. A. Penney s
oeday last week.
from Dakota,
g. D. Bell has returned
the winter with his
Iherr be has spent
While sway, he made a trip to Cailw
onna.

Mrs. I.ucy Hall baa gained in health
ufflciently to leave the boepltal, and will
a few week* with her sitter, Mrs.

[end

LC. Penney, ih Bangor.
Mrs. C. A. Penney has returned from
her
lengor. where she has been visiting
Mr. Penney went to Bangor a week
on.
her home.
go. sod accompanied
E.
Mtr. 8.
EASTS ROOK.
R. B. Iyowie and Barker French have
old the Freeman Sutler place to K. A.
Jrjnd!*-.
Okm.
March I.

amjct'iflimtnis

Have you

Catarrh? ^—'x
breathing

is nasal

him to a corner where a be could quaotloo him.
It wee aa abe suspected—
Dea waa atlll wttbout a job.
Vera knew that Humphrey bad cone
away and that tbe other clerks bad
left
Mn Arkrlgbt waa alone In bla
office. Perbape be would give Dao another chance.
In a moment they wen speeding up
In tbe elevator, and Vera waa knocking
at John Arkrlgbt's door.
Arkrlgbt waa leaning over bla desk,
gazing at something In his band, and
be turned In a startled manner aa tbe
door opened.
“Mlsa Pern?** be aaked quickly, bla
handsome face flooded with sodden
color. “I thought you bad gone."
**1 am sorry to disturb you, llr. Arkrlgbt." said Vera, “but i bave a favor
to ask of you."
So she sat down and told him about
tbe repentant Dan and his desire for
another chance to make good.
“I’ll try him in here
1 need some
one to keep my flies straight.” said
Arkright decisively. “I'll see Humphrey In tbe morning and make It all
right with him. Come around tomorrow, Dan. and remember, lad, you
must learn to curb your tongue"
“Tea, sir; III remember, and thank
you so much for"—
“Thank Miss Pern," said Arkrlgbt

impaired ?

Does
your throat get
husky or clogged ?

Modem science proves
that these symptoms result from run-down health.
Snuffs and vapors are Irritating and useless.
The oil-food In Scott’* Emulsion y
will enrich and enliven the blood,
aid nutrition and assist nature to
check the inflammation and
heal the sensitive membranes.

hru.

1

I
j

Shan Alcoholic mutters*
and incut upon SCOTT'S.

Ad Ellsworth Mao’s

This morning be was keenly alert for
the summons.
Ills hair bad been
liberally greased with vaseline and
presented a dark, smooth appearance
that almost bid his Identity. He bad
manfully suffered tbe Jibes of tbs
clerks as they came in through the
wicket gate where he checked off the
time of tbetr arrival and departure
morning, noon and night, and as a
proof that he resented their Joking
several exceedingly prompt young men
were listed as tardy that morning.
'Ting I” went tbe belt
Dan looked up at the Indicator. It
was Miss Fern's belt
Miss Fern was the bead stenoggrapher. She bad s tiny office to betself and her assistants were grouped
In a larger office beyond. "Why, Han"'
she cried us her eyes fell on bis
metamorphosed hair, then as she
noticed the look of disappointment on
his homely countenance, she added
hastily: "What have you been doing,
Han?
You've got those unruly locks
under control now. haren't you?"
"I sure have," said l>an proudly.
“All dc fellers are guying me—and 1
checked some of 'em off late, too—but
Mias Fern. tbLs isn't so bad.
s«y,
what?"
Ilf revolved slowly before the lovely
young woman whose dark bine eye*
were sparkling with suppressed merriment. but her ll|>a were entirely grave.
“Dan. there Isn't u curl leftT shj
cried
•Mire there Isn't.
Vaseline did It
My mother did ghe uie H talking to.
Said I greased the plllen use. but I'm
going to buy bet nuotber one. It’»
worth It not to go around like a boose
ou tire, eh?"
“It must be. Dan.” laughed Vera al
last
"Hut we liked you Just the same,
you know"“M ay be you did. but some of ’em
didn't.'*
“Never mind the rest of them. Please
take these letters In to Mr. Arkrlght
and
Just then the door opened, and the
dark <-ounteimnee of the chief clerk
frowned upon the office boy.
“Dan. why are you idling your tlmel"
be began, when Miss Fern turned a
cool sbhiilder toward him.
“1 aent for Dan: 1 ueed him.*
“I beg your pardon. Mias Fern. 1
thought be was fooling around; I

"The boss made me get rid of tbe
grease," he explained; “treated me to
a shampoo.
Says he likes red hair. It
lights up the office on a dark day. Say,
I sure like
he's a peach. Miss Fern.
him. I’d like to be a man Just like Mr.
Arkrlght. Think there’s any chance
for me?"
“Of coarse there Is. and yon couldn't
have a better example, Dan.” said
Vera, with a dreamy look In her blue
She promptly forgot all about
eyes.
Dan and fell Into a day dream where
It might be surmised that something
very wonderful happened, for her smile
grew very tender and her eyes were

j

this:

Y.

"Yes. sir.
too."
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hot il'iffy, soft and
failing out, streaked,

or full of dandruff, and
scalp itches, do not think it
always be that way, for pretty
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delightful

John necessity.
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*J><1 stimulate your hair to grow ;
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soft aud lustrous.
OI.OVK IN HEH LAP AND A BAJiDUB
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a*' dandruff ...lit.
with one ap
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itching
quickly
an and ,—
fauing hair, i'arisian Sage tbougbt I beard bliu laugh." aiurmured
1
.bair tonic and scalp treat- the mao as bp withdrew bta narrow
.??*• 8ojll. by G. A. l’archer, it con- bead and dosed the door.
oothing Injurious, is delicately
“Gee.” laughed I mu. aa be went oat.
nuined, inexpensive and
surely
“Isn’t old Rain In tbe-fare tbe human
bair
the
charm
beautv
and
F?,lr
f»
Jouth.
dictograph. though V He ought to have
bla pa; raised.”
And that remark waa tbe reason why
from Kidney or
Dan Morgan received bla discharge
trouble, send us your
«ame together with nsmes aud
from Humphrey, tbe chief clerk, for
° olhcr* similarly afflicted aud
*c W1‘i
mail yon
tbe man was not far from tbe door
when Dan made bla unfortunate reWEEKS' TKXATMENT
*“
mark
S.S. Kidney and Bladder Pill..
A week later Vera Fern came upon
DRU8 CO. CMMN8T0I, OHIO.
Dan standing disconsolately In tbe
lower corridor of tbe great offlce buildHe was gazing wistfully at tbe
ing.
cash work
elevators as they deposited loads of
borne going clerks on tbe main floor,
5*nlc not on*T affords gnuonand she knew that bis little heart
? Protection tor HVioKs, but
”**
dep°*lt‘ “ *
acbed for the job that was no longer
bla She knew that his widowed motb
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■"*** Co. Savins Bank, Ellsworth

glad

to

get 'em

a

hor-

rified tone.
“Cried like the dickens." went on
Dan in a toue of reproof. “I expect she
needed tboso gloves; It’s getting cold
weather, and they were cosy little fellers lined with fur. 1 don’t suppose
to. or
you knew who they belonged
back to her,”
you would have given 'em
he remarked as he picked up his

your hair la
is

,

8he waa

“Indeed?"
"So glad she cried."
“Cried?’ repeated Arkrlght In

>0FT. FLUFFY HAIR IS
FIRST AID TO BEAUTY
_U

Dun closed the door softly and tip
toed Into Mr. Arkrlght'a private office,
□e busied himself with cleaning out
the flies recommended by Mr. Arkrlght
and then proceeded to clean out several other drawers In a sudden lit of
Arkrlght was away that
Industry.
day. and be was not there to see to
what extent Dan carried out his lnten
tions to become a model office boy.
The next morning Dan entered Mr.
Arkrlght’a office to And him transformed from the genial young man to
a white faced, alarmed Individual.
“Dan." began bis employer sharply.
“I notice yon have cleaned out the
filing cases. They are very satisfacBut did yon touch this front
tory.
drawer In my desk r
Dan colored and then looked Mr.
Arkrlght straight In the ayes.
“Tea. sir; 1 did." be said limply.
“The drawer waa partly open, and I
saw a glove sticking out. and 1 looked
at it Ton see. Miss Fern bad lost a
and some handkerchiefs, and 1

glove
so
guessed yon must have found them,
I took ’em in to her."
“You did, eh?’ gasped Arkrlght, staring bard at his office boy.

M. Prank*, carpenter. High St., Ellsortb, says:
"About two years ago 1
wired my back
growing lame. Aa time
***d, the trouble became constant. Fl>Uy my condition was to bad that I had
1-y °A from work for several days.
*ben Buffering in that way 1 got a supply
f Doan's
Kidney Pills at Moore’s Drug
**•» and the first few dotes helped me.
Iter 1 bad used two boxes of this
remedy
*•»cured. 1 confirm all i said in my
r*viou* endorsement of Doan’s Kidney
Ills. I have never bad
any serious sign
»ltbe former
complaint.”
Pnce 50c, at all dealers. Don’t simply
•Icfora kidney remedy—get Doan’s KidPills the same that Mr. Franks bad.
A.

N.

small wages.
er needed
So she went swiftly to him and drew t
file

remembered

come

alow smile dawned upon bis freckled
For the moment Dan Morgan
face.
was positively beautiful.
He stepped to Vera's door and opened It gent!;.
“Miss Fern. Mr. Ark right would tike
to see yon a moment” be said, and
vanished.
Vera, with the glove and handkerchief still crumpled In her slim band,
held ber bead very haughtily and went
Into Arkrlght’s office.
She hesitated, for the mac still sat
there with his bead bowed on the desk.
Then she asked faintly:
“Ton wished to see me, Mr. Arkright T
He lifted bis head and looked at her
from haggard eyes.
Then the swift
color darkened bis face and he got np
and faced her.
“I did not send for yon. Miss Fern,”
he said slowly, as be placed a chair

feather duster.
Arkrlght made no reply. He went to
the window and stood there a long
time, pulling at his short mustache aud
gazing moodily Into the ralu swept
street l*elow.
Dan worked Industriously t*>hlnd him
aud now aud then shot a quizzical
glance from bright green eyes ut his
employer's broad shouldered back.
"Wonder what’s ratin' him now?'
muttered Dan. as he bucked out of the
room.
Presently he peeped Into Vera's
little office, and he found the girl sitting with the little gray glove In her
lap and the embroidered handkerchief
to her Ups.
“Gee. that's Just what he was doing!" ejaculated Dan.
Vera whirled about
“Who waa doing what?' she demanded. with very bright eyes and quite
white cheeks.
“Mr.
Arkwright The other day
when we went in there—when yon got
me the Job back-be waa looking at
something In his band and bolding It
tight against nls lips, and It waa this
little handkerchief. Gee?’ Dan looked

pressed

those

two?

asked

can produce better crops than Essex Fertilizers because they contain jpst what a
growing and maturing plant must have
—Fish, Bone, Blood and Meat, w'tb
Potash added.

high grade
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Oar JThi Booklet mill hotp
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legal Notice*.

HflTNE
Central

NOTICK OF FORECLOSURE.
Herbert C. Shute, of Hancock.
Hancock county. State of Maine, by
bia mortgage deed, dated tbe 2.d day of December, 1909, conveyed to Listers Agricultural
Chemical Works and assigned to me, the undersigned, on the 27th day of May, 1912, the
following lots or parcels of land situated in
the town of Hancock aforesaid and bounded
and described as follows:
First Lot. All that lot of land containing
90 acres more or less, which was conveyed to
Beniamin Shute by Mark Linscott by his
deed dated June 9. a. d. 1869, and recorded in
book 188. page 521, of the Hancock oou ity
registry of deeds, to which deed and the
record thereof express reference is hereby
made for a particular description.
Second Lot. Commencing at the Lamoine
road on the southwest corner of land owned
by S. Thorson; thence northerly by said Lamoine road 120 rods to the county road:
thence easterly 40 rods to land formerly owned
by Nathaniel McFarland; thence southerly
by said McFarland’s land to land of S. Thorson; thence westerly by laud of said Thorson
to the place of beginning, being tbe same
premises conveyed to the said Benjamin
Shute by James Brown et als. by their deed
dated October 4, a. d. 1889, recorded in said
registry, book 289, page 6, to which deed and
the record thereof reference is here made.
Third Lot. Containing 14*a acres, more or
less, and being the same conveyed to said
Benjamin Shute by 8everin C. Thorson by his
deed dated the (blank) day of (blank) a. d.
1891, and acknowledged May 18. a. d. 1891. and
recorded in said registry of'deeds, in book
258, page 34, to which deed and the record
thereof express reference is here made.
Fourth Lot. Containing 29 acres, more or
less, being the same conveyed to said Benjamin Shute by Lovina F. Byard by her deed
dated October 16, a. d. 1869, and recorded in
book 185, page 254,of said registry, to which
deed and record thereof express reference ia
here made.
Fifth Lot. Those two lots or parcels of land
particularly described in deed from Charles
A. Estey et als. to the said Benjamin Shute
dated tne 9th day of October, a. d, 1876. and
recorded in book 161, page 246 of said regis
try, to which deed and the record thereof express reference is here made for a particular
lots; excepting and
description of said two
reserving, however, from those two lots or
parcels mentioned under the fifth lot of this
deed 14Hj acres, more or less, which was conveyed by the said Benjamin Shute to Severin
C. Thorson by deed dated May 13, a. d. 1891,
and recorded in bonk 252, page 386, of said
registry, to which deed and the record thereof
reference is hereby made for a description of
said excepted portion; and wbereas the conditions of said mortgage have been broken.
I claim a foreclosure thereof.
Hose a B. Phillips.
By his attorney, Wm. E. Whiting.
Ellsworth, Me., Feb. 22.1915.
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When You Feel
tickling In the throat and you
begin to snuffle you know you are
in for a cold. But Do You Know
that by taking on sugar in a little
sweetened water a few doses of
a

■*ni

A

WORD.

J
VEKA

FERN, I LOVE

TOO.*

“but 1 really wanted to

see

you. I—1 owe you an apology-"
Vera turned away ber bead and ber
long lashes relied ber eyes.
"Yea?” she questioned.
“About tbe—tbe glove." he murmured

unhappily.
“Oh!"
“And tbe handkerchief—I found them
—and I kept them.” he admitted.
“It la nothing," murmured Vera.
“Nothing!” he cried suddenly, “nothing to you, perhaps, but Miss Pern, It
means everything to me. I found them
—and they were yours—and they spoke
of your presence when you were not
here—In a word, Vera Pern, 1 love
you!" Be folded his arms and looked
at her from frowning eyes.
The lovely color flooded Vera's face,
but still she said never a word, nor
did she turn toward him.
“I love," be went on bitterly, “and i
would bave had courage to tell you of
my love and ask you to be my wife,
but Humphrey gave me to understand
that you were engaged to blm. and so
1 knew that my case was hopeless.
Still"“Engaged to Henry Humphrey T” repeated Vera scornfully. “Why. Mr.
Arkright, 1 have never exchanged a
word with him beyond the barest civilities and the necessary transaction
of business.
He Is very presumptuous,” she ended baugbtlly.
Arkright took a step toward her.
His eyes glowed strangely.
“Do you mean that you are free—
heart whole, Vera?" he asked.
Vera turned toward him at last. Her
soft eyes shone. “1 am free.” she admitted gently, “but I am not heart
whole, Mr. Arkright."
“Not heart whole? Then”— his face
brightened, anil he held out his hands,
“could It be [Kissible for me to win
your heart after all?”
“Impossible:” laughed Vera, as she
went to him gladly, “for you have had
my heart In your possession—always!"
"Illess that red headed cherub!” ejaculated the blissful Arkright. after a
long, delicious silence. “He's a verita
ble matchmaker—Dan Cupid himself in
the flesh!"
Outside the office door Dan Cupid
was doing sentry go, shooing off the
different people who wanted to see
his employer
“Mr. Arkright Is engaged and cannot be disturbed," said the tactful
And when his
Dan to all comers.
rnerny, Humphrey, appeared and would
have pushed past him. Dan put his
arms across the door and barred the
way.
“Mr.

Arkrlgbt's In there, and he's
engaged—and Miss Pern Is In there,
And
See?*’
and she's eugaged too!
Dan Cupid bad the satisfaction of
winking Impertinently Into the indignant face of Henry Humphrey.

gram.

BOSTON,

^

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD
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town.

ESSEX FERTILIZER CO., W North Market St.,

give opportunity to those desiring to make
a change in location (or a new start in life.

—

eatln

NOTHING
UNDER THE SUN

and CAMPS

puzzled.
Vera laughed hysterically.
*
Reassuring.
“Danny Morgan. If you ever eay an-!
:
and clatter of falling Iron
The
I'll
be
clang
this
word
about
yon
other
sorry
plates startled an old gentleman who
csme back!" she breathed quickly.
"Geer muttered Dan. and he backed was waiting In the office of a foundry.
out of her presence, feeling entirely be-1 “What In the world was that?" he
wlldered. Then he (>eeped Into Ark- cried.
“Don't get excited." answered the ofrtgbt’a office and saw him sitting before bla desk with his head bent on bta fice boy. '“That's only the boss countYoungstown Teleing my salary
arm In au attitude of dejection.
"Wbat’s

--

Essex

Located

for her,

happy.

tb, evidence o! this EU»-

'otter-Mil burn Co., Props., Buffalo,

he

grinned.

verify Ellsworth endorsement,

can

Then

borne
"You rare are the beat friend 1 ever
bad, Hiaa Fern," aaid Dan, aa they
parted on tbe corner. *1 wish I coaid
do something for you."
“I ahall eurely ask you to belp me If
I need It. dear,” said Vera sincerely.
And abe went on ber way with a lighter heart because of Dan's happiness.
A few mornings afterward Dan came
Into Vera's office with,bis face shining
from a brisk application of soap and
water and Ills hair standing out on bis
head In Its pristine flaming glory.
Dan pointed a Anger toward It and

Results Tell the Tale.

You

offlceeL

stirring love dramas be bad witnessed
at the moving picture shows and a

abruptly.
When Vera and tbe little red beaded
boy were outside tbe office door they
danced an ecstatic jig before going

lit

Un you doubt
ortb citizen.

SMntiwmmt*.

Dan to lamseir, as be Covered to the
little corridor that connected the two

Johnson's

STATE OF MAINE.
March 2, a. d. 1915.
this 2d of March a. d. 1915. on execution dated February 6, 1915, issued on
a judgment rendered by the supreme judicial court, for the county of Penobscot, at a
term thereof begun and held on the first
Tuesday of January a. d. 1915, to wit, on the
3d da> of February, in favor of Annie E.
You can ward off a cold or If
Hardy, of Orrington, against Jennie E. Mcstarted break it up quickly?
Kinnon, of Bangor, for seventy-seven dollars
IN USE OVER IOO YEARS.
and seventeen cents ($77.17), debt or damage,
and fourteen dollars and twenty two cents
25 and 50 cents at dealers.
costs of suit, and will be sold at pubL 8. JOHHSON & 00., Inc., Boston, Mass.
lic auction at the jail office in the city of Ellsworth, Hancock county, Maine to the highest
bidder, on the 10th day of April, a. d. 1915, at 9
o’clock in the forenoon, the following described real estate and all the right, title and
interest which the said Jennie E. McKinnon
has in and to the same or had on the 5th day
of August a. d. 1914, at 4 hours and A
minutes in the afternoon, when the same was
attached on the writ in the same suit, to wit:
First lot. A certain lot or parcel of land,
for nerves and lost
what is
situated in North Bucksport, bordering on
the Penobscot river, bounded and described
recommend
we
as follows:
Beginning st a point on Fred Atwood’s line
where it meets the Maine Central Railroad
line on its western border; thence running
along on said Atwood’s south boundary line
containing BypoptwphtUt
/
to low water mark on Penobscot river; thenoe
a food tonio and tissue builder.
running down river to a point at Hardy’s loir
water mark;
thence runniqg northeasterly
E. G. Moore.
along the Hardy line to the southwest boundary line of the Maine Central railroad; thence
along said southwest boundary line of said
Endurance
railroad in a northeasterly direction to the
point of beginning, containing two acres,
ATLAS“A9SPKANCE CO.. Ltd'.
more or less.
Also a right of way from this
said piece of land over the railroad to the
LONDON, ENGLAND.
Main Bucksport and B tngor road. Reference
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1914.
to Hancock registry of deeds, book 507, page
Real estate,
$ 83,878 §1 465.
Stocks and bonds,
2,596,724 18
Second lot. A certain lot or parcel of land,
Cash in office and bank,
182.171
situated in North Bucksport, and described as
886.306
follows, vis: It beings part of the farm sold by
Agents’ balances,
Interest and rents,
the Reymond heirs to Asa T Rowell, same sola
29,092
to me and the same sold to me, described as
Gross assets,
follows, beginning at a point of ledge on the
$3,278,173
Deduct items not admitted,
316,081
side of a run at the south west boundary of the
railroad land; tnence running down said run
Admitted assets,
to the river by a girdled birch tree to low
$2,962,091
water
mark; thence up the river on said low*
LIABILITIES DEC. 31,1914.
mark to Mrs. Smith’s line; thence
water
Net unpaid losses.
$ 129,728
northeast on Mrs. Smith’s line to the railroad
Unearned premiums,
1,691,756
line one hundred and thirty-six paces more
All other liabilities,
45,696
or less; thence north from first bound south
1,094,914
Surplus over all liabilities,
along the railroad to the point of beginning,
containing two acres, more or less, and it is
Total liabilities and surplus,
$2,962,091 62 ! hereby agreed that said Anna E. Ha*-dy
OMAR W. TAI'LEY, Agent.
(Annie E Hardyl her heirs or assigns, executors or administrators, shall have a right to
ELLSWORTH, ME.
| cross said land at any time to the river, and
said McKinnon shall have a right of way to
I the Mam road. Referred to Hancock registry
STATEMENT
1 of deeds, book 507,
page 467.
OF THE
F. O. Silsby,
FHCEXIX INSURANCE CO.,
Sheriff.

|
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ss.

TAKEN

^jjniment
Parsons’ Pills *—£££*

When People Ask Us
weight,
good
always

Olive Oil
Emulsion

Statement*.

813 8

S Sg

OF HARTFORD, CONN.

ASSETS DEC. 31,
Real estate.
Mortgage loans.
Collateral lo ns.
Slocks and bonds,
Casn in office and

Agents’

1914.

bank,

balances

Interest and rents.
All other assets,
Cross assets.
Deduct items not admitted,

141,013 38
184,880 00
10,04.0 00
12,339,002 38
792,295 40
995,327 36
110,318 92
53,100 00

$14,606,067 42
42.464 56

Admitted assets,
$14,563,612 86
LIABILITIES DEC. 31,1914.
Net unpaid losses,
$5r>2,756 78
Unearned premiums,
5,487.449 10
All other liabilities,
250,090 00
Cash capital,
3,000,800 00
5,273,406 98
Surplus over all liabilities,
Total liabilities and surplus,
$14,563,612 86
CHA8. C. HI KRILL A SON. Agents.
MAINE.
ELLSWORTH,

legal Contra.
subsetiber hereby gives notice that
he has been duly appointed administrator of the estate of
CHARLES A. TURNBULL, late of MOUNT

THE

I

j
;

[
;

!
j
;
I

|

I

j

DESERT,
the county of Hancock, deceased, and
bonds
as
the
law directs.
given
All persons
having demands against the estate !
of said
deceased
are desired to
present
the same for settlement, and all Indebted
I
thereto are requested to make payment im !
Charles A. Turnbull.
mediately.
Seal Harbor, Me.
February 8, 1915.
in

subscriber hereby gives notice that
sbe has been duly appointed executrix
of the last will and testament of
LUCINDA G. HARMAN, late of SOUTHWEST HARBOR.
in the county of Hanpock, deceased, no bonds
being required by the terms of said will. All
persons having demands against the estate of
said deceased are desired to present the
same
for settlement,
and all
indebted
thereto are requested to make payment imLucy Harman 8tewart.
mediately.
February 2, 1915.

THE

NOTICE or FORECLOSURE.
TI1HE
undersigned hereby gives public
JL notice that it has a claim by mortgage
upon a certain lot or parcel of land, situated
in Bucksport, Hancock county, Maine, described in said mortgage as follows, to wit:
A cert iin lot or parcel of land situated on
McDonald
street
in
Bucksport village,
bounded as follows, viz: Beginning at the
boutr-wt st corner of said lot on a street
leading
from Elm to McDonald street at the intertection; thence northerly by McDonald street
nine rods to land of Joseph Clay (formerly of
Moore) thence easterly by said Iasi named
four rods to land ol J. Buck (formerly of
Clisb); thence southerly by said Buck land
parallel with McDonald street uitie rods to the
street connecting Elm and McDonald streets;
thence wes«erly on said street four rods to
place of begiuning, containing thirty-six
square rods and being the same premises
conveyed to Lelia M. Cushing by Martha H.
Hardy by deed recorded in Hancock registry
of deeds, book 238, page 54y.
Said mortgage is from Jennie M. Quimby, of
Bucksport, county of Hancock, Siate of
Maine, to Samuel B. Clay, of said Buckaport, is dated August 81. 1905, and recorded in Hancock registry of deeds in book
425, page 281, and is assigned by said Samuel B.
Clay to the Bucksport National Bank of said
Bucksport. oy instrument dated August 81,
19c6, and recorded iu said registry of deeds
September 5. 1906 in book 425 page 283, and is
assigned by the Bucksport National Bank to
said Samuel B. Clay by instrument dated
February 8, 1915 and recorded in said registry
of de^ds in book 512. page 386, and is
assigned
by said Samuel B. Clay to the Bucksport Loan
&
Building
Association
by instrument
dated February 10, 1915, and recorded in said
registry of deeds February 13, 1916 in book
512, page 887.
The conditions of said mortgage have been
broken, by reason whereof tbe said Bocksport Loan & Building Association claims a
foreclosure of the same and gives this notice
for that purpose
Bucksport Loan A Building Association,
Wiley C. Conary, its attorney.
Feb. 18, 1916.
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The mail-order house is waging war
the local merchants with advertising

as its ammunition. The local merchant
who doesn't jight back with theZsame
ammunition is bound to lose out.

“1 hope that Brunte Heath, whoever
be to. will have half my luck.”
“I hope ao." ahe whispered. "He do
serves it."
“You seem to know something about j
Brunte?" he said.
She was sitting on the side of the
shakedown, and her eyes met his fair

me

Horse Thief

"I know that he's never had a square
deal, if that's what you mean.”
"He's married. Isn't be?"
“So I’ve heard."
“Wealthy woman too?"
“Wealthy—but she isn't much of a
He was a good and straight
woman.
man when she left him."
"And then he took to bosse lifting?"
“In ail his life he's takeu one horse,
although he's been blamed for many."
“Was there another man in the trouble between him and his wife?"
"So they say." she answered.
“Is Brunte looking for him?"
"A man cau't afford to take the law
into his own hands when he's got"—
“What?"
Ami she nodded in
“A sick child."
the direction of the shakedown.
The man leatied to his feet. His eyes
were riveted on bora.
"Do you mean to say that she—she it
Brunte Heath's child?"
"Yes." said the woman deliberately.
"Where is be?"
"He has gone to fetch the doctor.”
"And the doctor is thirty miles away
if he's a foot!" He went to the door
"And It’s snowing
and looked out.
fiercer' he added in a whisper.
"How's he mounted?"
"On the horse the sheriff wanted him
for. It was his only chance. His own
horses died a month ago. and be was
waiting till the spring before buying
more."

How He Was Saved.
By M. H. WORSLEY.
Copyright by Fra»k A. Munsey Co.

The winter had broken earlier than
usual, and between the nearest point
of civilization and the shack stretched
a waste of gleaming snow.
As the girl came from behind the
shack, hauling the brushwood after
her. the soft jet distinct pad-pad of
a runner's feet in the snow caused her
to throw her head back and listen in-

tently.
Slowly the girl,

her face almost as
white as the snow, dropped the brushwood and crept into the shack, and her
fingers felt for the bolts on the door.
But she was too late!
A man's arm was thrust Into the
opening between the door and the
jamb. She pushed at the door with all
her strength, but did not utter a word.
“For God's sake. giTe me a fighting
chance!'' the man groaned.
She stepped back.
“The sheriff! Hide me!"
•‘They're here!" she said quickly as
the shouting of a dozen men was
heard. “Get behind that curtain. I'm
going to light the lamp. Don't move
or get skeered into shooting."
“No tricks, mind!" said the man.
“This isn't a kid's game I'm playing.
I’ve got you covered, and if you give
them so much as a wink I”—
A thundering at the door closed his
mouth. He stepped quickly behind the
curtain, a slit half an Inch in length
affording him a view of the scene at
the door.
The girl lit the lamp, then carelessly
drew back the bolts.
The man at the door leaped lightly
from his saddle and politely raised his
hut His companions drew back their
horses and waited.
“1 apologize for having disturbed a
woman at this time of night, but we're
looking for an ex-freighter by the name
Of Joe Gregar. 'Lifted' a horse some
miles back and not the first by a good
He’s given us a mighty good
many.
run for the money, but I reckon we've
treed him."
“You're the new sheriff, aren't you?"
There was biting irony In her voice.
“We’ve beard about you In these parts.
Something brand new from Boston,
eh? Came out here to show tbem’liow
to roi>e In Brunte Heath, didn’t you?
Is It Brunte that you’re after?”
“Brunte can wait. We’ll take Gregar
to go on with. Like as not they’re one
and the same."
“Is your sense of manliness as greet
as
your sense of justice?
Perhaps
you’d like to search my shack?”
“It’s my duty.” he stammered, “much
as I may regret It”
She stepped back from the door and
walked slowly to the other side of the
room.
She stooped over a shakedown,
then turned and glanced at the man In
the doorway.
He was watching her curiously.
Something beneath the clothes on the
shakedown stirred uneasily. She whispered soothingly and drew down the
aheet The man at the door saw the
flushed face of a suffering girl child.
The woman recrossed the floor.
“Is that your man?” she asked
brokenly. “Would yon Uke to search
further?"
“No.” he said; “I’ll take your word
if you’ll take my apologies.
What Is
it? Can’t be fever this weather, but
her face is flushed."
“Broke her arm,” said the woman,
“and it’s set badly.”
The man behind the curtain waited
till the sheriff had gone and then came
from hlg hiding place.
“Why didn’t you tell me?" he asked,
nodding at the shakedown, “la It your

The face of the man was a study In
bewilderment. He crossed the floor to
the shakedown and looked at the sleeping child.
"Lifted a horse to ride thirty miles
In this weather to save his kid!"
He
turned away from the bed. "And good
luck to you. Brunte!" he muttered.
"You'd risk your own neck for him?"
said the ntan presently.
“For him and the kiddy, yes."
h or a moment their eyes met and
spoke. And there was something more
than admiration in his. Then his lips
opened, and the question that had been
disturbing him for some time refused
longer to be controlled
"What's Brunte Heath to you?" he
asked. And the silence that followed
was charged with fears and doubts for
both of them.
“I'm his sister," she said at last. And
it was impossible to misunderstand the
deep breath that left his Ups.
“And a sister whom be ought to be
proud of." be said without reserve.
“Bet the sheriff wouldn't think so."
"I'm not so sure.” be said thought-

fully.
He was sitting there gazing at her
when suddenly the strained call of a
dog-wolf reached them. With a cry of
Joy she sprang to the door and threw
it open.
A man, sUght of stature, yet seemingly of strength. Judging by the way In
which he hauled
his tired horse
through the snow, was coming toward
the shack. The woman ran to meet
him. kissed him affectionately and
drew him Into the humble apartment.
The man already there rose to meet
him. but the woman was the first to

speak.
"A man by the name of Joe Gregar,
Brunte," she said. “He came hue
with the sheriff on his heels, and I
gave him a chance. I knew that you’d
say it was the right thing to da”
“Mebbe It was. mebbe It wasn’t." be
said, staring hard at the stranger.
“How's the gal T' His eyes were still
fixed on those of the other man. “How
long have you been In this country?"
he asked In a suspicious voice.
“Long enough to know a man when
I see one. Tour horse has slipped his
halter. Brunte Heath.”
Two beads were turned to the open
door simultaneously. Heath’s and the
woman's.
And a cold official voice
turned them back again.
“Hut up your hands. Brunte Heath.
I've got you covered, and it wouldn't
be easy to miss from this distance!"
"I thought that 1 recognized you.”
Baid Brunte. stretching his hands above
his head and smiling bitterly as the
barrel of the revolver almost brushed
his nose. “Nan. little gal. they’ve played it low down on 5011 this time. Have
you been properly introduced to the
new stmriff?”
The sheriff thrust his revolver into
Its holster and held out his hand to
the man.

kiddy?”
“No: my niece."
“Let me have a look at her arm."
He went over to the shakedown and
gently turned aside the clothes. The
child looked up Into his face aud seemed satisfied.
“Are you the doctor man?" she asked. Ho nodded reassuringly and commenced tenderly to remove the bandages.
“Set!" he muttered. "It hasn't had
a
chance- to set
Who made these

“I

did manage to take you without
a shot. Brunte." he said with a
laugh
"Hear that in mind, will you?
Because one of these days you may
hear the fellows chipping the new
sheriff, and then $ou can—well, you
can butt in and say that he wasn't
quite as green as he looked. X don't
know what you’ve got in the pack for
the little girl, but if it's a doll to play
with it will do her more good than
medjcine. Keep her arm in the splints
for a couple of weeks and keep your
heart up for good. That little girl on
the shakedown Is worth working for—
honest work: I shall come back one
of these days"—he glanced meaningly
at the woman—“to see how the patient
is progressing."
He walked to the door and looked
back.

Bring

splints?"

,

"I did." said the woman. “It waa the
best I could do
“You can't expect a woman to be
clever at everything,” he mused. “Give
me that box.”
With the aid of his
jackknife he fashioned the splints and
cast round for a sling.
“Now that
belt," he commanded. Indicating a
man's cartridge belt banging behind
the door.
Mechanically she banded it to him.
and. though the muscles of her face did
not move, she saw the look of srrprise
that came into bis eyes as be took the
belt in bis fingers and turned it over.
Within half an hour the child was

sleeping peacefully.
“I’m ohliged to you." said the
"Are we quits?”

wom-

an.

Brunte Heath was bending over his
“1 should like to think so,” he relittle girl
The woman was standing
plied. moving toward the door.
“There are a couple of horse rugs In transfixed in the center of the room.
(he other room,” she said quietly. “The The sheriff held up a finger, and she
j
drifts would give you less of a chance; went to him as one in a dream.
“It is probable that they'll be wantthan the sheriff did.”
Embarrassment showed itself in the ing a new sheriff." he laughed, “but
I want you to believe that 1 feel It
twitching Of his fingers.
“I shall ait up with the child," she, was worth it"
She gave him a sweet smile, and ail
added.
“Thanks.”

His

hand

Empty Sleeve

was

on

the

door leading into the other apartment

|

that she said was:
“Come back!"

An

Episode

of the

European

War.
By MARTHA V. MONROE.
A young man in khaki uniform steptoward a cab standing by the curb
in Oxford circus. London, and was

ped

met at the cab door by a tall, athletic
man
in a cutaway coat and

looking

silk bat.

The gentleman looked about
him for another vehicle, bin. not seeing any. said to the young soldier:
••rerhapg if we happen to be going
the «ame way

we

can

BELTED GOWNS.

A Double

66e

ly and squarely.

4

it doubt* quick pace across a neia
when suddenly he wae turned completely round, tben fell In a beap. The
Germans' fire was so murderous that
Quaint Variations af This Stylo
his comrades, reaching a depression In
Favorod For Youthful Figuroo.
the earth, dropped while myriads of
all sorts of missiles passed over them.
Tben re-enforcements came, passed on
and were driven back to the allies'
Bt EUNICE BLAKE
trenches,
leaving their dead and
»
wonnded behind them.
Estelle AuchlDCloss awoke «t 11
That night Glover lay on the battleNow and again the glare of 1 o'clock Id the morn Inc with a sicken
field.
searchlights fell on objects about him. I Iny sensation. She had been out evglTlng a ghastly hue to everything and ery night for a week at some function,
Intensifying that on the faces of bis
slept the greater part of the day and
dead and wounded companions.
Toat evening prepared for the nett round
ward morning there was a lull In the
of gnyety.
firing of cannon, and after daylight
"Oh. how tired I am of It: I wlah 1
another dash was made from the alwere poor. I could then find something
lies’ lines, and the ground captured was
to occupy me. Being rich. I can't”
held long enough to remove some of
Miss Auchlucloas lay In bed a long
the wounded.
Rut Glover was not
while thinking, then arose with a
among the number.
t
scheme she had resolved to pnt In
During the day many things were practice. She wrote au advertisement
: running
through bis brain, among that a young woman recently graduat; others bis words to the gentleman who
college would like a posied from
had ridden with him In the cab from
tion as governess in a family livlDg
Oxford circus to Downing street The
Within a week she
In the country.
wonnded man remembered the fliphad purchased a railroad ticket to Hit.
pant way in which he bad spoken of
ten to be Inaicected and was offered
war and the experience it would give
and accepted a situation under the
him.
Experience: Cali it rather a name ef Marta Bristow.
taste of Inferno.
Now. It happened that Jack laurabee,
( During the day the field on which the eon of the lady who had engaged
Glover was lying was fought over,
the governess, when the negotiations
being lost and retaken by each side were In progress peeped through the
n
of
half
dozen times. On one
these
half open door and recognised a peradvances by the English he was carson he had aeho and admired as one
ried back to their trenches and In due of the moat graceful dancers In the
time sent to England with a load of social worid. He had never been prewounded comrades. Arriving In Lon- sented to her and was sure that abe
don he was placed In n hospital, where did not know him.
his life bung In the balance for awhile;
"1 think 1 know a trick worth two
then be began slowly to mend.
o' that.” be said and got out of the
One of the strangest features of war
him.
way before the applicant had seen
is that one who bps experienced Its
There were In the Larrabee family, j
sufferings and its terrors when out of besides Jack. Mrs. larrabee. a widow, j
It has an unconquerable desire to get
and two little daughters. There was a
back to It again. Though Glover wns chauffeur who sometimes acted as garas
comfortable as s wounded man
dener. The morning after XIUw Auchcould be made, though he received frelncloaa entered upon her duties she
quent visits from bis sweetheart, he saw a man In overalls outside preparwas constantly making Inquiries of
ing the flower beds for spring use Bewould
the surgeons us to how soon
BELTS!) SFBIHO BCIT.
ing fond of flowers, sbe went out to
the
front.
be able to return to
ask him aome questions as to wbat he
belted
suit or the stilt with the
The
One morning lie wag told that durwas doing.
atmnlated t>olt Is promised sis a style
ltiK the day the hospital would l>e hon"1 didn't know.” she said, “that Mrs.
leasier atuhug sprint: costumes. White,
ored by a visit from a member of the
Larrabce employed two men on tbe
tan. putty and neutral ahades prevail
cabinet.
Thinking it about time be place.
I sui#posed tbe chauffeur did <
for these gowns.
tidied himself up. be asked his nurse tbe gatdeulng."
i A Jaunty spring suit of white broadfor a basin In which to wash his hands
“So he does. ml**, but this spring
cloth is shown here.
The skirt, parand face, and when the barber came tbe missis has hired mo."
!
dally circular, l» laid In Inverted box
: to make Ills dally round (Hover reof
number
a
asked
j
Auchlnclosa
Miss
The loosely tiding
plaits in front.
\ ceived the first shave since be was questions ubout what kind ot dowers
la belted with white kid and
Jacket
rethen
I wounded.
|
In.
to
put
he Was Intending
has a cutaway peplurn falling In (whit*
At 3 o'clock In the afternoon there turned to the house and soon after be- [1
nt the aide.
Trimmings are of white
the
was
a
stir
attendants,
the
their
among
|
gan woik witn u.c children at
Worn with it la a
buttons.
novelty
door of the ward In which (Hover was
lesaona.
; wide brimmed sailor hat of blue satla.
lying was thrown open, and a tall man
Now, Jack la»m*t>ee. In order to play
I with a black mustache attended by a
gardener without being given away. J
number of officers and citizens entered.
told his mother that be was tired of
Advancing to the nearest cot. he spoke the social whirl and anxious to make i
FASHION’S FOIBLES.
a few words to the invalid, then went
lie proposed to take
a man of himself,
down the aisle between the beds, adthe position of gardener for a garden
! dressing a word here and a word there, er’a pay. but be stipulated that he
Bines of man; shade* will l>e worn
till be reached Glover. The Canadian should do so incognito.
Bis bring a
to the spring.
looked at him. feeling sure that he member of the family was nut to he
Princess polonaise* are promised foi
bad seen him before. Then it Bashed
divulged. His sisters were not only
tbe coming season.
upon him that be was the man who charged not to glee tbe secret sway,
Wide tucas as trimmings are com
bad ridden with him in a cab when
but rewards were offered them Uf they
lag Into faror.
be was seeing the sights of London.
refrained from doing so.
There are no radical changes in cor
By this time GloTer bad learned the
the
was
chauffeur
Occasionally
difference between a private and an bribed by Jack to plead Ulneua and set tinea.
officer and the difference between a
Jack took his place at the wheel. Jack
The military not* continue* to In
subaltern and a general.
While the also at times bribed his sisters when Onence woman’s dress.
stranger was advancing be had asked the time cam* for tbe afternoon ride
The Turkish skirt promises to bewho be was and was told that be was to do something else, thus firing him come
popular.
for
war
and
Lord Kitchener, secretary
an opportunity to make loro to the
Bach month brings with it a wider
acknowledged to be the greatest living governess.
skirt
It was not to be expected that this
organiser of an army. Glover, rememThe coat dress is at present the
bering bow be bad talked familiarly twofold deception could be kept op In- smartest and
most practical affair
with one so far above him In rank, definitely. though Mias Aocbinciooe
would have pulled the covers up over had a better chance at tbe problem
On a few of the now aklrta the hems
his face to avoid recognition, but he than Mr. Umtae. she being some disrealised that this would not be allow- tance from borne. Jack by Incessant Ms stiffened.
Some of the new skirts are literally
able. The secretary for war approach- watchfulness kept tbe bail a-roiUng tor
ed his bedside, spoke to him and passed a month, though bo met with a num- tear yards around.
ber of narrow escapes
There Is a growing tendency toHe had been too preoccupied by
on.
He eras disthe mighty task before him when rid- appointed. however. In not being able ward combining fabrics for children's
ing In the cab in Glover's company to to break down the barrier that sepa- tomaca, the high, brand bait and full
recognize him on meeting him again. rated him from one wbo was supposed gathered skirt
Glover was more thankful than if he tc be of a higher station. Mias AucbA Way Women Have.
lncloss. though evidently kindly disbad missed an exploding shell.
Women are always ready to Use ano
toward
posed
him.
him
-Not long after this Glover was Inat all
required
make np, bat tbe; asoally make np
formed that he was to be discharged times to keep Ilia distance*.
before they kiss.—Chicago News.
One
when
Jack
waa
from the service on account of disabilday
driving tbe
In
a
runabout they met two
ity. He was as much disgruntled as governess
ShfattlKnuntf
of hta friends Ned Morgan and Charbis tiuucee was pleased.
As soou as
lie
A chauffeur's apparel la
I'helps.
he was well enough be was removed
not necessarily much different from
to her home, where he received her
that of an ordinary person, aud the
constant attention.• He had spoken to
young men thought little of seeing
her of having met one who knew her.
THE DEADLY WEAKENER.
Jack at the wheel
but she could not identify the person
La Grippe in itself is seldom fatal.
“Bold on. Jack'” cried oue or them >
by his description. He was so emBut the weakness, lassitude and loss
“I wish to speak to you.'' "
barrassed at having conversed Tamil
■lacs put on mure sp«*ed. Ills friend* 1 of appetite induced by it leave the
iarly with the secretary for war that
he could not bring himself to tell her one of wborn had r.s-ognlgod the socie- system easy pray to the ravages of
ty helle. Miss Aochlnelos*. turned and other ills
of the episode.
At any rate, he put off
followed.
Set-Inx an opoortunlty o.v
"L. F.” Atwood’s Medicine is an
doing so.
taking a different road to meet the unfailing
As soon ns CJIover was as well ns lie j
remedy for these dangerous
couple attain, they lurried and by some after effects. It tones
would ever lie—he'd lost an arm—a
tip the entire
rapid
driving
succeeded In their de !
wedding day was fixed for bis aud
system, builds up the appetite and rei
alsth On meeting aitaln they signalGladys' marriage Oue day when the ed Jack to
stores strength.
stop and enforced bla doing
pair were shopping together la London no
Mrs. Croxford's letter tells the
his side of the roud.
by
occupying
met on the street the man who
i they
Phelps greeted the governess with a whole story:
had shared a cab with Glover—in other
j words, the secretary for war. lie stop hearty "Good morning Mias Aiicnm- Carmel, Maine:
closs!" while Morgan apologized to
‘‘1 was very poorly after an attack
: tied to speak to Gladys and to tell her
Jack for stopping him on the groiiDd of LaGrlppe. A friend recommended
that he was sorry he had not the time
that he had a message for him.
*L. F.’ Atwood's Medicine and I got
to attend her wedding.
Jack looked at Misa Auchinciosa. and
a bottle.
It has done me lots of good.
Glover looked the other way. but Mias
I
Auchinciosa looked at Jack, but I
shall always keep it on hand.”
I Glad.ts Insisted on Introducing him to neither said anything ull they had
got
her friend.
This time the secretary
tSigned) Mrs. M. L. Croxford.
rid of the two men. Then Jack said:
looked at Glover with a more fixed atWard off La Grippe with “L. F.”
“My secret Is out.”
j
tention and remembered him.
Big 35 Cent Bottle at Dealers.
“It’s been out for some time."
j "I think, he
remarked, "that I have
:
FREE Trial Sample by Mail.
“What!
Von have known who l
seen you
before.
Did we not some am?”
“L. F.” MEDICINE CO., Fortland,
months ago ride in the same cab?"
“Ever since I came to the boose. Me.
“We did. and since then I have had
You may base forgotten that 1 danced
sufficient experience in war to last me In
the same flgure with yoo at Mrs
a whole lifetime."
INVITED
Perkins' cotillion."
The PEE8TIGE enjoyed and doe to 48
"So I observe.” remarked the secreYear’# satisfactory service should be
“I recognized yon. hot 1 fancied
that
sufficient endorsement of this bank for
tary. looking attentively at the empty yoo didn't remember me.”
those contemplating a Savings Bank
aleeve.
account.
“Well." rejoined Miss Aochlnclom
• MV. and Mrs. Glover have returned
Hacock Co.
♦my playing governess and your play- j
Elfisworth
to Canada, where the husband Is the
80 State Bt.
tog gardener are duished. I think we
recipient of much attention His friends had better return to our own
selves
do what they can to get him to tell of
*■*
of y»nr opinion
There Is too
hi* service at the front, and be will
much work for the wages "
sometimes accommodate them. FortuBut Jack prevailed upon her to defer
Sick headache, biliousness, piles and
nately for him they would rather hear her going for awhile
longer, which I wd breath are usually
by iuo*
about this than the sights of London.
tire bowels. Get a bo* of Rex all
gave him further opportunity to do his
At any mention of the latter subjoct
Orderlies.
They act gently and effeoconrtlng. and when the left they were i
he shuts up like a mouse trap.
tovaly. Sold only by us at 10 coots.
engaged.
E. S. Moor*.

both use the

cab."
"I'm going to Westminster abbey."
"And I go to Downing street. That
will be very little out of the way if at
all. Get in."
The youngster entered the cab. followed by the other, who first gave
some directions that the soldier did
not bear.
"Are you a resident of London?' asked the young man by way of opening
conversation.
“I am.”
“I'm a stranger.
I'm from Canada.
1 came over with the troops that landed the other day.
I’ve got leave for
the day to go sightseeing. 1 shall take
in the abbey first"
“You'll find it very interesting.''
"By the bye. you. being a Londoner,
can perhaps tell me bow to get to this
place." And he handed the gentleman
sitting beside him a paper on which
wus written the name of a suburban
town.

"To po there you take the Paddlnglie'll
station.
Tell the driver.
know."
“1 can't go today. 1 have so much to
see
When 1 go back to Montreal—If
l live through the war—everybody will
ask me. 'Have you seen Hjis and have
you seen that In Ixmdon?’ and l dout
want to say 1 haven't.
So 1 told the
young lady who lives at that address
she must come to camp to see me instead of my taking up the time granted
me for leaves to go out of town on a
ton

railway."
"Which mean« that you are engaged
to her?"
“That's Just what It does mean. She
was brought up In Canada.
Her father came to England a year ago.
When the war broke out and yon fellows over here called on us Canadians
to help you out 1 thought It would be
a good opportunity to come over and
So 1 enlisted.”
see her.
The gentleman cast a side glance at
his companion, but said nothing.
“Do you think It will be r-uch df a
light?” asked the youngster.
"A very big fight.”
“Well, I don't mind seeing some service. 1 dare say It will be a valuable
experience. Of coarse I don't want to
get killed. Gladys—I mean Miss Arkrlgfat; she’s my fiancee, you know—she
don't like the Idea”—
“Arkright?" Interrupted the gentleman—“Samuel Arkrlght's daughter?”
“Tea. Do you know him?”
“Quite well."
"My name la Glover—James Glover
of the —th Canadian foot
I suppose
yon have met my fiancee?”
“Oh. yea. I know Gladys Ark right"
“Nice girt Isn't aha?” looking np
wistfully for the stranger’s approval
of the girl be loved.
"Gladys la a lovely girt.”
By this time the cab had stopped
and the gentleman got out
“To the abbey." be said to the cabman, banding him the fare, then to
the Canadian: "Much obliged for acWhen you aee
commodating me.
Gladys give ber my love.”
“Who shall I say?"
But before the other could reply he
was buttonholed by a man. and as be
entered the building for which he was
headed half a dozen others surrounded
him.
Private .lames Glover visited Westminster abbey, the Tower of I-ondon
and various other sights. Wherever he
was recognized as a Canadian soldier
he met with kindly greetings.
Every
Inquiry he made was responded to with
alacrity, and an old gentleman of seventy volunteered to take him to see
several curiosities of which he had not
beard. When he returned to ramp he
was informed that his regiment would
be moved I be next day to a channel
port to be carried to France. He had
barely time to write a brief good by to
his sweetheart before he turned in for
the night and was up before the sun
the next morning.
Young Glover found the trenches indeed an experience.
Having come
from a cold climate, he stood winter
weather fairly well. His introduction
to natural war was like that of most
other men who for the first time listened to the din of battle. He was badly scared. But they were making veterans rapidly in those days, and the
Canadian soon got that control of
himself which marks the difference between a raw recruit and a veteran.
Then. too. when in the thick of It he
lost consciousness of everything but
what he and bis comrades were dofhg. When he shot at the enemy he
shot as he would at a flock of birds,
not because lie bad any animosity toward them, but becausp of the excitement he was under.
One day after a long cannonading on
the part of the allies the order was
given to charge the trenches. Glover
was back of a line of bayonets moving
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